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Public Notice: The Guam Daily Post on January 25, 2017 and, January 31, 2017
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II.

ROLL CALL

III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: December 15, 2016 Meeting

IV.

PUBLIC COMMENTS

V.

OLD BUSINESS
1. Chamorro Cultural Center Grant of Access

VI.

NEW BUSINESS
1. Ylgo Land Transfer (Baldwin & Vigo MPC)
2. Cannabis Cultivation Application

AIkkr,el J. 8. Borja
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VII.

DIRECTOR’S REPORT
1. Revenue collection report for December 2016
2. J. Cruz GEPA NOV
3. Operations Fund
4. Infrastructure and Survey Funds

VIII.

COMMISSIONERS’ COMMENTS

IX.

ADJOURNMENT
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Researchers worry about j$ In frigid cold, Mongolians
stand in protest of air pollution
number of Chinese infected
CAP)
with drug-resistant superbugs
-“

ULAANBAATAR, Mongolia
polluting fuels.
Thousands of Mongolians stood in
UNICEF, the United Nations’ chil
frigid weather Satirday for the second then’s agency, said last year that
time this winter to protest the govern Uaanbaatar was one of the 10 most
Health offcials have long worried
rnent response to smog that routinely po:luted cities in the world, It foand
that colistin-resistant bacteria
blaralets their capital.
that the lungs of children living in the
might spread mom widely, setting
An estimated 7,000 peopi many of districts with the hghest pollution did
the stage for superbug infections
then wearing afr masks and gas masks not function am well as those of diii
that would theoretically be imper•
underneath thick winter hats, braved dren living in rural areas, putting them
vious to medications. Only a small
temperatures that tell below minus 20 at risk of chronic respiratory diseases
number of such cases wortdwide
degrees Celsius (minus 4 Fahrenheit). as they grow older.
have been detected, including in
Standing In the city’s central Sukh
Pollution readings in one ger district
the U.S.
bataar Square, they held black balloons Friday were at times nearly 30 times
Infections may become
and protest signs. One banner read: above the levels considered safe by the
Impassible to treat
“Wake up and smell the smog.”
World Health Organization. Icy winds
Rising concerns over drug-re
Ulaanbaatar Is one of the world’s thatwhippedthrough thesquareduring
sistant germs have prompted the
coidest capitai and more than hatt of Saturday’s protest cleared some of she
United Natons to encourage coun
the city’s 1.3 million residents rely on previous day’s pollution.
tries to cut back on antibiotic use
horning raw coal, plastic, rubber ties
Sanchir Jargalsaikhan, a political
‘a.
and develop new medicines.
and other materials to stay warm and scientist in Ulaanbaatar, said ctmate
People infected with these resis
cook mess in their homes. In impover change has inteensified sununer
tant strains can usua’ly be treated
ished neighborhoods that ring the city, droughts ard winter colds, making it
with current antibiotics, but doctors
known as ger districts, many herders harder to maintain livestock and forc
warn that as these bacteria which
and others live in traditional roundtents ing more herders into overcrowded ger
are already untreatable with Fast-re
without heating, leaving them to burn districts.
sort drugs acquire resistance to
drugs,
current
the infections may
missing two days after their boat sank
22
from boat
become impossible to treat.
off Borneo island. Twenty-two people
sinking as Malaysia
Resistance gene appears to
were rescued, but three Chinese
spread across different
searches for 6 othets
tourists died. Ma!aysia’s Maritime
species of bactmla
Exit rcemeM Agency saW that the
Experts also noted a surprise: the
KOALA LUMPU1t Maaysia CAP) search area ham been expanded by
apparent ease with whkh the resis
Malaysian authorities expanded about four times to 1,500 square
tant gene spread between bacteria,
the se.ch Monday for six people, nautical miles of the South Chalsa Sea.
irucluding difterer.t species of bugs.
ln&jdb,g five Chinese tourists st’W off Sthah slate.
“It now looks like there’s poten
tial for the resistance gene to move
around and spread between differ
K’zinii.s’ion Jiiaizgokkoii Tano Chainoi’t,
ent species of bacteria,” said Niget
(7;a,noi ‘i ‘or Land Tiny! Comm/cs Ion
Brown, a spokesman for Britain’s
Microbiology Society, adding that it
Tho (:hamoroo hand Trust Commission Board Mrcning will he betel on
could lead to a jump in infections.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY2, 20t7 ar bOO pm, Department of Land
Managcmcnt confcrcncc room, 3rd FIr, ofrhc ITC Building
590 S. Marine Corps Dcirr, Tamuning,
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LONDON (AP) New research
suggests a worrying number of
people in China may be ir.fected
with bacteria resistar,t to an antibi
otic used as a last resort
Researchers examined more than
17,000 samples from patients with
infections of common bacteria
found in the gut, in two hospitals in
China’s Zhejiang and Guangdong
provinces, over eight years. About
1 percent of those samples were
resistant to colistin. often consid
ered the last option in antibiotics.
The study, published Friday in the
Lancet journal, is one of the first to
document the extent of drug-re
sistant infections in more than one
Chinese province.
Problem could worsen as drug
starts being used in hospitals
Fordecades, China has used colis
tininitsagricultureindustryto speed
animals’ growth, but the drug was
not used In people. Scientists say
the latest work is further evidence
that overuse in animals can spread
to people. Chinese officials earlier
this year approved co3stin for use in
hospitals, raising fears that ix could
worsen the resistance problem.
“It will bevery important to ration
its use so that it’s only used when
absotutely nothing else will work,”
said Mark Enright, a professor of
medical microbiology at Manches
ter Metropolitan University, who
was not part of the research.
—
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NOTIFICATION FROM ThE SUPREME COURT OF
GUAM’S COMMI1TEE ON JUDICIAL DISCIPLINE
AND SPECIAL COURT REGARDING JUDICIAL
DISCIPLINARY ENFORCEMENT

Pursuant to the Supreme Court of Guam’s Rules for Jadiciof Disciplinary Enforcement
end torthe protection of the public erd the admlnisntirt of justice, the CommIttee on
JudicIal Discipline administers the Investigatory function of the judicial discipline and
Incapacity system and tha Sperral Court administers the adjudicatory function of the
system. For Infonnaton about the Judicial Discipline System you may contact the
Disciplinary Counsel at 47s-31 67. Matters before the Committee are strictly
contdentlal, with certain limited eaceptions. The addresses and telephone numbers for
the Committee and Special Court are as follows
caMIIUEE on Srlct*L o€’tJ.’E
C wan .dw I Cams’. Esq.
cto Brace Bradley. Osopiinory Counsel
Stun caret of Gram. Guan dlc Center
120W. 0 &les Ocee
H1atna, Guam *910
releptwne: 15711 475.3167

IndividuaL rcquiring special accommodations, auxiliary aids or
services, may concace 649-5263 an 617.
This ad paid for by Covemmcne funds.
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Statement of Financial Position
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Net Assets at End of Year

SPECIAL C0RT
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Gemidine Cepeda, Commission Counsel
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120 Went OBden Drive
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White House temporarily fi%ezes EPA grants, contracts

‘

(Reuters) —U.5,President Donald log the freeze on Monday,
t.’’$
an EPA
‘p lrump’sadmlnistratlonhasaskedthe staffer told Reuters, Basically no
..‘4(vironmental Protection Agency to money moving anywhere
until they
.ø 3RemporarlIyhalLaIlcontracts,gra
nts can take a look,” the staffer said,
C
ao(Jpteragency agreements pend- asking not to be named,,
,
big a.review, accordingto sources.
The EPA awards billions of dollars
,e ‘The White House sent a letter to worth of grants and contracts
every
‘tile EPA’, Office of AdmInistration year to support programs around
and Resources Management order- environmentaltesting, cleanupsand

..ç’

PUBLICATION NOTICE

a

dance’ with the provisions of Guam Code Annotated,
Chapter III, Section 3315, notice is hereby given that:

IN THE KITCHEN, INC.
dim: KITCHEN UNGO

research. itwasunclear tfthe’(reeze
would. impact existing contracts,
grantsandagreemeotsoriustfuture
ones,
Myron Ebell, who headed Trump’s
EPA tramsition team until his inau’
guration last week, said he believed
the move was related to Trump’s
executive order on Monday tempo-
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
RFP/OPHSS-2017-003

-:

The Deparfrnenl of Public Health and Social SeMces is soliciting Pharmacy sfrv[ces
from any of the National Pharmaceutical Distributors that have en agreement w,lh the
U.S. Oepaxtnertt of Health & Human Semlcesftlealth Pasoorces and Sen,cys Atnos
baton iRSk, In otfering and adminbterhig 340
6 0mg Discount Priory.
CopIes Dl request for proposats will be evaltablwheglnnlng JaDIafy.2Lif
lfl at the
Northem Region Community Health Center Administration Office Room
53, 520 Wesj
Santa Mosilca Avenue. Dadedo, Guam 96929. from &I0 tnt to 12:00
pn. and 1:00
p.m. to ItO p.m., Monday thnouts Rida Deahi for aubrnss.tn for peoposats
eider

this so&ltabos Is a on !&gigilDj.Z

For more Information, contact Linda Unpingco.Derdorcey, MPH, CHC Chief ExecutIve
Officer, at 635’4422 or e20.755a/9.

/s/JAMES WG1U.AN
Drector
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COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES
Department of Land Management Conference Room
3rd Floor, ITC Building, Tamuning
Thursday, December 15, 2016, 1:00 p.m. 3:06 p.m.
—
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I.
CALL TO ORDER
Meeting was called to order at 1:00 p.m. by Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran
II.
ROLL CALL
Present were Chairman Pascual Sablan, Vice Chairman Joseph I. Cruz, Amanda
Santos, Acting Chairperson Gyongyi “Pika” Fejeran, Legal Counsel Kristen Finney
and Administrative Director Michael J. Borja.
Ill.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES November 17, 2016
Chairman Pascual Sablan made a motion to approve, second by Mr. Cruz. There
were no objections, motion passed.
—

igyi”Pika” P. Fejeran
(‘wn,nissi,,,icr

(Vacant)
(‘anunisch,,,er

Ilichaei J.B. Rorfa
ni,jjstrcziire 1)irech, I

IV.
PUBLIC COMMENTS
Administrative Director Michael Borja : Madam Chair, let me just make a
correction the Public Notices, this is the agenda for today’s meeting.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran Fejeran: The public notices for this meeting
were posted on the Guam Daily Post on Wednesday, December 7, and Tuesday
December 13, 2016.
First person on public comments, he is Mr. Geoge Mendiola, please step forward
sir.
1. George Mendiola: Si Yu’os ma’ase. I’m here to request for the
transfer of my land. It’s in Vigo and I’ve been going there for the past years, that
I’ve been in that land and all the problems I have is being either stolen of my
properties that was there, have been take away, I couldn’t do anything every time
I go up, I just need something closer to Ysengsong if I can. It’s been too long
already, I’ve been trying and trying since you guys were in Anigua and I just hope
that I can transfer my property.

Ret’. 4/4/2016
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Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran: Thank you. John, do you have his lease?
John Gumataotao (Chamorro Land Trust) Unfortunately, Mr. Mendiola was here on the
last meeting, however, he had to reschedule due to a lack of quorum he had to have been
scheduled and I did make a comment on that I will try to put him on the agenda for this
meeting so that an approval or some sort of a recommendation can be made for Mr.
Mendiola. It’s unfortunate the materials that he brings to this property up in Vigo are being
taken away from the property without his say so but we are trying to find him a better place
to lease, however because a lease was issued and it’s up to the board to grant a final
approval to transfer. I’m not sure if the board wants to act on issuing approval to transfer
based on him not being on the agenda but because of last meeting’s cancelation.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : I would like to see a Staff Report on the next Agenda
that way we have all the proper documentation to make a decision. Discussion?
Chairman Pascual Sablan: No we will table it until we see the Staff Report.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : So please work with John so he can put together Staff
Report. And then you can appear before us next month and we can make an official
decision.
George Mendiola: I appreciate your answering of our (inaudible).
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran Thank you I’m sorry you came last week and we didn’t
get to meet.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : Is there anyone else who wants to comment publicly
before we move on? Okay. So we will move on to the next item on the agenda on Old
Business.
V.
OLD BUSINESS
Chairman Pascual Sablan: On the old business Mr. Director, I guess we’re right about our
interpretation on the golf course.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: I’ll go over that in the director’s report. But we
discussed that on the old business before. I do have all the reports here for you if you would
like a copy of that now and bring it up. We meet with the public auditor and we never receive
a copy of a revision that they had promised to g ive us and then what was put out was
noticed to all the media never got a copy until 3 days later so what we received finally was, I
CLTC Meeting Minutes
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think Tuesday or Wednesday, actually of the next week. We got pretty much the details of
what we discussed in the meeting with public auditor when we were doing the draft
document. It’s pretty much the same, the only thing they struck out was the fact the use of
the 2014 tax roll was inappropriate because it had only been certified in March of 2015, 1213 month after the fact so we couldn’t use it. Now, and in their report they had also
forwarded the lease for review to the Attorney General and to determine whether it was valid
and on December 9 letter to the Office of the Public Accountability from the Office of the
Attorney General they determined that the 2014 Chamorro Land Trust’s Lease Agreement
with the Guam International Country Club is valid. So you will see, on the back side, I did
send a letter to the Public Auditor then requesting to amend our management responds to
the audit report because of the new information and that the letter from the Attorney General
be made a matter of record to be included with this audit and then we requested that the
Auditor reevaluate their reports as to the leases validity, pretty much invalidates three of
their four findings so this letter just went out today.
Chairman Pascual Sablan: It looks like they orchestrated everything and all, the audit
report was released it was our issue in the media then (inaudible) the public hearing comes
out and looks like, you know, one way of justifying their action. I was called by Chamorro
Nation, one of the member and boy, he was really angry on what we did in extending and I
tried to explain everything to him, in bilingual in Chamorro and English but looks like he
doesn’t want to accept and I said well that’s the big picture, and he said he was going to
come and visit you and all those things and I said I’m pretty sure Mr. Borja is ready to
entertain you. What really kind of puzzled me is that when we had a meeting with Doris
Flores Brooks that she was very objective and receptive of our explanation then of course
she’s rushing because she has to leave the island but she should have waited at least for
the AG’s result because you assured her that we’re going to get something from the
Attorney General but it looks like I think she has to go off island and she has to release that.
I was really kind of shocked if she even mentioned the words, “it’s better to have 2% of
something than trying to get a 100% of nothing” after we explained everything what
happened, but I guess she didn’t use that analogy of they took 2% of something than 100%
of nothing so I was really very dismayed of the way how they handle this but I think you did
a good job Mr. Director. Congratulation!
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Thank you. That’s why I want to make it as a
mailer of public record that the Attorney General’s opinion be part of this audit report. It has
to be, they requested for it now it’s there, it should be part of it because if you don’t read that
letter and only this audit you’d only get one person side of the story which now an untrue
story.
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Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran In the meeting we had with the Public Auditor she did
mention she had requested an opinion from the Attorney General and whether that opinion
would state that the lease is valid or not and if it states that it is valid then her report will be
moved.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Right. We’ll see where they go. That’s why I’m
asking my letter be part of an amended version of our management report. It also includes
this letter from the Attorney General so that it’s all part of the package for this audit report.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran You mentioned three out of the four findings would go
away with the Attorney General’s letter. Which one is remaining?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Well, the four Financial Report performance but
really that was an action of the golf course itself, you know, there was a past due account on
their rent and on their property tax which we had explained have been made current way
before they exercise the lease renewal option and so we had no reasonable reason to deny
them the option to renew. But you know if the lease is valid then their claim that it wasn’t
authorized by the legislature is not true, nor was it approved, it’s merely a renewal of the
existing lease that’s previously authorized and approved by the governor as well and that it
was an unauthorized assignment and (inaudible) and this opportunities to raise rental, there
were no opportunities to adjust the rental, none that was established, mentioned and
authorized in the law, none that was discussed and authorized within the lease itself except
for the increment increases every five years. And that’s what we have to do. So just
because it wasn’t prohibited didn’t mean it was authorized. It’s a contract, a lease is a
contract. If we had done that we would have been breaking a contract and then we would
be under litigation and then the question will come back and “who told you, you could?”
Commissioner Amanda Santos: How come I read in the paper about the rules and
regulation like we don’t have one, is that right?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Well, there are no rules and regulations at the
time.
Commissioner Amanda Santos: For the commercial?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: For the commercial, we were waiting to get that
thing written.
Chairman Pascual Sablan: My advice to my colleagues here is that we have to be very
coherent and cumbersome really of what we do and (inaudible) because no matter how
much we try to do our best, things just comes back and in the medias as you know, through
CLTC Meeting Minuies
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my years of experience would put things out what the readers wants to read. It’s not really
the true picture but I’m glad that (paused).
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Well, the other fact is that this lease was not a
creation of the Chamorro Land Trust Commission. It was the creation of the Guam
Legislature so it wasn’t something that. we just inherited it and then had to continue with
this renewal because it was authorized. If I get any other feedback from the Auditor
concerning our request to reevaluate and they do reevaluate this audit report I’ll forward that
on to you.
.

.

Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: I have a concern. Just a few question on this. Since the
Auditor indicated that we could have an increase of rent during the renewal time and the
lease was created by a public law. What’s the chances of that law being repealed so that
we can amend the lease?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: I don’t think you can change the law. (inaudible)
because these would be grandfathered.
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: No, but to repeal a law that establish a lease for 50 years.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: But the lease is already there we can’t just
terminate it with the public law. It’s a legal binding documents, it’s a contract. You can say
you will never be able to lease this property for anything like a golf course after the
termination of the lease.
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: No but being that the lease was created by a law, is it
possible to repeal the law to reflect additional . . .? (paused) I mean I’m just throwing that
out since we’re being hunted with this public law that our hands are tied to remove or to
increase any of our lease we just have to comply with a 50 year old lease, I mean, public
law? That there’s no chance of repealing it or saying, I’m just throwing that out.
Chairman Pascual Sablan: I think I’ll just say the magic word, our hands are tied because
there is a lease submitted before it was establish by public law then a lease has been
established and they have the option to extend it. I see where you are coming from Joe but
cannot back date the effective of the law or to terminate the lease that is in effect. I wish we
could do that but it’s... legal counsel, am I right?
Kristan Finney (Legal Counsel AG) Not after already an agreement, no.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : Any other comments, position on this item? Thank
you Mike for the report. I think maybe all other old business can be kind of wrap in with
CLTC Meeting Minutes
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under new business no. 3 with the strategic plan so we will move on to the new business.
The first one is Ms. Clarissa Jean Cmz requesting additional acreage. Please step forward,
are you Mr. Rick Cwz.
VI.

NEW BUSINESS

1. Rick Cruz (for Clarissa Jean Cruz): Good afternoon. Commissioners Good Afternoon.
My name is Ricardo Cruz and I am here with a Power of Attorney for my daughter as well
and I am here to represent her on the case of a request for an additional acres.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran Have you been working with an agent? Is there
already a lease? There’s no existing lease?
John Gumataotao (Chamorro Land Trust): With regards to Mr. Cruz’s request, there was
a lot identified which is just north of the coral pit for the government of Guam which is
approximately two acres. So at minimum we provided a half acre agriculture lot for an
applicant for their perusal. Mr. Cruz would like to establish a piggery so it’s the reason why
he’s requesting for additional one and a half acres.
Rick Cruz: If I mistake please a
the initial application which I have with my daughter
dated back since October 31, 1995. The only act on this request was two years later was
when we were advice that we needed a Power of Attorney on account that she is off island
and in order for me to carry this on which was again 10 years after the application date. And
here it is 2016 another 10-11 years later that we are now still talking about this request or
rather. I know the basis of it, it was because I was informed that the law that was changed
only to allow local residence half acre for agriculture verses what was requested initially and
in my daughter’s case, an initial request was for two acres back in 1995. Twenty-one years
to act on this is, seriously, really unreasonable no matter what the circumstance is whether
it’s the new administration or laws, no laws, something like that. It’s hard for me to actually
try to understand on what the problem is because it shouldn’t be a problem in my situation
and I understand the people have been on the basis of election, people been replaced and
put in place and come to find out the regulations are not in place and the authority was not
vested in some shaper form and 21 years I cannot understand. I don’t think, and not a
direct insult to the commissioners or even to the director in the account that he’s the new
person.
.

.

.

Administrative Director Michael Borja: I’m not new. Just get to the point. You want the
piece of land we’re going to need to find you a piece of land and so we’re trying to find
something. You’ve identified something, John, we need to know where ifs at and what we
got around there. You said north of the Hawaiian Rock?
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John Gumataotao (Chamorro Land Trust): No, the coral pit on the Ysengsong Road.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Ysengsong Road!
John Gumataotao (Chamorro Land Trust): On the same side of the road if you want
to call it of the property it’s considered an agricultural farm land on the right side of the
road it’s designated as a residential so that’s the only thing that divides the designated
residential verses agriculture is the road.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Right. So does this property you’ve identified
have surrounding residence?
John Gumataotao (Chamorro Land Trust): On the right side yes. It’s on the same side
of the area. It’s north of the (paused).
Administrative Director Michael Borja: I don’t want to put this gentleman on a piece of
property with pigs that he’s intending to raise only to have it become a full blown
residential area and then he becomes the victim. So we really need to find something
that is more suitable in its location that’s not going to disturb the neighbors because pigs
frankly it might taste good but they don’t smell so well when they are alive. So we need
to find something that’s suitable in location for him.
Rick Cruz: That statement is very much true. Director is alluding to the fact that
previously as I provided I was a hog farmer, a prominent hog farmer. And as Mrs.
Santos can testify. And again, alluring to the director’s comment the situation with the
pig nowadays is yes, it’s very disturbing and the smell, the aroma of it is not very
acceptable to the surrounding neighbors and at present time hog farmers, there used to
be a legitimate agricultural area where they rezone to residential and like the director
was saying they were forced to shut down the farm because of the surrounding area
being residential and I totally agree with that statement the director was saying.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : Mr. Cruz, I want to say that I hear you and I
understand your frustration. I don’t blame you 21 years is too long, way too long but we
are here today to move forward. It sounds like we’re going to need to find a suitable
location for you and if your aim is two acres, let’s look for a place that there are two acres
that may be available and get you a lease. We can only lease out, is that right, half an
acre and then anything more than half acre you’ll have to go to the legislature.
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Administrative Director Michael Borja: Will do that on his behalf and we’ll assist him
trying to get that but I think we’ve worked, in the past you had a business plan and all
that right?
Rick Cruz: Yes.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: So you know with a full business plan and
being a bona fide farmer or anything showing that respect well assist in getting
additional acreage with the department. Unfortunately, half acre is the max because of
the recent public law but it’s not an end all so there are steps (inaudible).
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : Any comments? Commissioners?
Chairman Pascual Sablan: I think he’s asking for additional acres for residential right?
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran: No, agriculture.
Rick Cruz: The reason why, I guess, is because of the additional request and the intent
of the land use, maximum land use of the land, I did provide a Farm Plan and the photos
were just recently submitted just to accommodate the request.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran Thank you sir.
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: So John, this request is to get additional acreage?
John Gumataotao (Chamorro Land Trust): Like I said the applicant was awarded a lot
subject to a lease but the lot was for half acre, the lot that was identified is two acres in
total so Mr. Cruz has submitted a Farm Plan based on the two acres. Of course we are
not able to issue a lease unless it’s preapproved by the board and also the legislature.
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: So now this request is coming in as a relocation, are we
relocating him?
John Gumataotao (Chamorro Land Trust): It’s to confirm the two acres of the
property. Right now the situation is the area surrounding this lot on the right side of the
property is designated as residential. We only issue residential leases to that area. To
the south of the property is the coral pit and everything on that side of the property on the
left side of the road is all agricultural designated properties.
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: I understand that but the application that we are
entertaining is for agriculture lease, and it was never issued?
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John Gumataotao (Chamorro Land Trust): Right!
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: So on top of the request to issue a lease is asking for
additional acreage?
John Gumataotao (Chamorro Land Trust): Yes. The additional acreage will be
considered the one and half acres, in total for the two acres that they initially requested
for back in 1995.
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: I’m just trying to figure out how are we going to assign the
lease for the minimal acres that’s require by our.
.

John Gumataotao (Chamorro Land trust): We would actually identify a lot which we
have and then once the board says yes to approve the additional acres then Chamorro
Land Trust will issue a lease based on two acres.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: No, no what we would do is if you grant this
two acre lease than we go to the legislature for the approval of the two for the agriculture
lease because anything above the half acre requires legislative approval so then if that’s
approve than we issue the lease at that site for that size.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : We need to go back to the drawing board because
parcel which already identified is not conducive to a hog farm.
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: Because you have a lot number here so that’s why I’m
asking does the lease apply to this lot number that is given on the application. And are
we extending that location with additional acreage?
John Gumataotao (Chamorro Land Trust) The lot number that’s identified.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : It’s not an award until there’s an actual lease. It
was identified for you, right? Pending the lease so there’s no lease but now that we see
the development around there we have to find another location for you and then we’ll
take it from there.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Please make sure that you expressed to John,
your land agent, what undesirables you have like you don’t want to be in Inarajan or you
don’t want to be, a location you rather not be in. There are sites that may be suitable
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because it’s isolation it might be best but it might not be something that you want to. So
we can work with that, okay.
Rick Cruz: Thank you Mr. Director. It’s a very good point. I would like to apologize of I
insulted anybody please in a capacity but I’d like the director was saying maybe some of
your interpretation of my expression is just letting out frustration as the chairperson was
saying. And like I said again, I’m sorry if you feel directly insulted or attacked in any way.
Thank you everybody. Merry Christmas!
Commissioner Amanda Santos: Merry Christmas!
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran: Next item on the agenda, Mr. Jerry Sanchez
Requesting additional acreage

—

2. Jerry Sanchez: Good afternoon. I’m Jerry Sanchez from Umatac and I be moving
up to Dededo if I get the additional acreage.
Glen Eay (Chamorro Land Trust): I’m assigned to Mr. Jerry Sanchez and I’m his
assistant in his request. I want to give a little history on Mr. Sanchez background, if I
may. On May 2005 in a Notice of Intent was to award a portion of Lot 42-11 a half acre
in Dededo and was later declined and in February of 2006 a Notice of Intent to award a
portion of Lot 421 half acre lot, this was located in Talofofo, and October 2011 Mr.
Sanchez was issued an half acre agriculture lease a portion of Lot 421 in Talofofo and
the lease was then later cancelled because it was found to be an unregistered lot and as
a replacement of Lot 421 Track 1021 Block 1A, Lot 4-1 Dededo was offered to Mr.
Sanchez and March 2016 citadel authorization to initiate survey to Lot 4-1 Block 1A
Ti 021 was issued to them and then last but not least August 18, 2016 we received a
letter from Mr. Sanchez requesting an additional acreage from the joining lots that are
unoccupied and undeveloped. The Lots are 4-2 and Lot 4-8. Mr. Sanchez is here today
before the commission requesting additional acre which is one acre to include an
expansion of the agriculture operations. The reason for requesting additional acreage is
because the existing lot have coral that do not landed, tilling or farming. September
2016 a site inspection was conducted by Chamorro Land Trust agent and myself and
finding reveals that Lot 4-1 and the adjoining Lot of 4-2 and 4-8 have the same field
conditions. After reviewing the farming plan that Mr. Sanchez submitted looking under
the few cash crops as per mentioned, food crops and cash crops can be planted by
traditional and conditional farming methods by tilling, plowing and mulching and
composing. It was mentioned that in the farming plan that he’s able plant all these crops
I recommend that Mr. Sanchez proceed with his given farming location because he can
actually do farming there in that where he was given. Actually right now there’s no lease,
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okay, because right now is that hasn’t been finalized and as of yet Mr. Sanchez is not a
bona fide farmer but he has plans to take some classes to obtain his license. That’s my
presentation.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Where exactly is Ti 021 again?
Glenn Bay (Chamorro Land Trust): This is Chalan Ibang. If you to the right of the UR
Market in Dededo right across there is a bus stop there, you make a right turn. If you
look at the photos up there the one at the top picture is the Lot that’s 4-1 that is actually
offers to Mr. Sanchez. The bottom picture is Lot 4-2 where he’s asking additional
acreage. Right now he built a make shift shaft. He started doing some.
(paused).
.

.

Jerry Sanchez: The plants that I planted have grown so I want to transfer it out into the
nurse ry.
Glenn Bay (Chamorro Land Trust): So the next photo you see on the top again is the
property facing 4-1 adjourning property which he wish to lease, he plans to sell betel nuts
and some bananas on the lot that is not yet leased. He’s requesting for this lot right now
4-2. The reason for that he told me that he’s planted it there again was that the plot 4-i
is not good for tilling.
Jerry Sanchez: Because they are mostly rocks that’s why I transferred it to the bottom
because of the rocks that’s why there are more plants at the bottom. If there’s land that’s
much better for farming that’s what I want.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: There’s a gentleman not too far from where
you are located at but has a very productive coconut and pineapple farm. Are there any
water wells or potential water wells in this area?
Glenn Bay (Chamorro Land Trust): The water wells are located several miles.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: So outside of the 300 feet radius. But there’s
no designated lots that Guam Waterworks has identified for future sites or exploratory
sites?
Jerry Sanchez: I need to validate the letters that they sent us if there’s any in that area.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: The only reason we have to be concern about
this is because this is the northern aquifer area and the Guam Waterworks has
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numerous Water wells in the area of (inaudible). There’s restrictions by the
Environmental Protection Agency on what we can do near the water wells.
Chairman Pascual Sablan: I have a questions. Mr. Sanchez, I noticed the betel nut
tree there that you planted are healthy and the last visit of the staff you only farm on
approximately one percent of the area. Have you ever had the opportunity to go and
visit Ernie Wusstig’s property, where he’s selling corn out of his (inaudible) he has
nothing but coral in that property? I think if you consult an expert as to how to use the
property.
Jerry Sanchez: I have already visited those people who are farming on rocks to show
them how to farm. They are breaking the rocks and filling it in with dirt
Chairman Pascual Sablan: But maybe they don’t know that you filled it in with dirt. Like
I said I’m amazed on Ernie Wusstig land that nothing but coral but the corns are so
healthy because he goes and consult the expert. Right behind you there’s a woman that
is expert in soil and farming and all those things. I think what you do is consult because
no matter where we put you
what really kind of puzzle me here is that it looks like
you’re not really doing farming. It’s only one percent, according to the report, you only
use about one percent of the land in farming.
.

.

.

Jerry Sanchez: Because I’m the only one and there are many things I take from
Umatac to Dededo from Iemaito other grown items. That’s just a little bit for me just give
me time and you will see that there will be many grown items.
Chairman Pascual Sablan: I tell you the place where I plant is nothing but coral but I’m
proud to say that I’m tired of eating atis (sugar apple) and other fruits because I use a
pick and shovel. Believe me, in fact there’s a quarry not too far from where I’m farming.
What really kind of touch me is the finding is you only using about one percent of the
property now that you have for farming. You could have planted more, you know. Look
into that Mr. Santos.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : If I may, my question is two lots that we were
looking already is the same environment on your lot.
Jerry Sanchez: The one on the bottom I checked on the environment the place to plant
long beans, cucumber, eggplant and atis.
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Glenn Eay (Chamorro Land Trust): Just to clarify that Mr. Sanchez as of now doesn’t
have a lease, we’re working on finding him a suitable place to do the farming. That’s
where we stand today.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : Has it been already surveyed?
Jerry Sanchez: I’m working on that right now. I have Mr. Francisco Castro and he’s the
one that’s going to be surveying.
Chairman Pascual Sablan: You’re saying the adjacent lot is not a place to farm, why
don’t we give him the transfer rather than giving him additional.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : I agree. All we can do today is give you half acre
so anything more than that would have to go to the legislature. If you are not happy with
the lot that was identified for you that we’ve been talking about. It sounds like we would
be open to give you the lot that you would be more satisfied with at the half acre.
Chairman Pascual Sablan: And if you turn it down than it will be third time that you
decline right? I don’t think next time you would get my support.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : You are only allowed three declines after we’ve
identified a lot for you. Is there a motion?
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: I propose to do a relocation instead of (paused). .to
relocate him but since he doesn’t have the lease the authorization should reflect which
lot is more beneficial for him. Can I ask the agent, this partial here like 949-48 42, these
are all proposed for us to extend his lease, is there any other applicant shown on this
location if lots are available? How many tenants are waiting?
.

Glenn Eay (Chamorro Land Trust): 4-2 is for what I know is available, if I’m not
mistaken, 4-6 maybe available. I would just focus on the adjoining property where he
was.
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: So the adjoining property that you’re proposing to extend
his request are available?
Glenn Eay (Chamorro Land Trust): The one that is available is the 4-2, 4-8 is not it’s
reserved.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: What is this? This picture right here. What lot
is that?
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Glenn Eay (Chamorro Land Trust): That’s facing 4-2 where he planted. That’s all 4-2.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: How is this land cleared or was it just naturally
cleared?
Jerry Sanchez: I cleared it out.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: With what, bulldozer, you cleared the top soil
out? You pushed the soil off, that’s why you don’t have the soil. That’s one of the
reasons why we insist on people who want to do farming become a bona fide farmer and
get certified because they’ll learn the methods of being able to preserve the soil so you
don’t do something like this where it’s cleared out and now you’re down to rock. There’s
an example of the clearing that’s out in the public right now, across the street from the
Micronesia Mall. That’s an example of clearing the property without bulldozing the soil
out. It’s done pretty nice so the soil is still there and the land is still good. There is a
process of doing that so I had to ask.
Senator Cristobal: I don’t know this gentleman but I’m from the Northern Guam Soil and
Conservation Board and we’re encouraging our people to become farmers so we can get
this (inaudible) little more sustainable. There are ways that you can remedy the
(inaudible) rocks, we all know as Mr. Borja mentioned had said that the northern part of
the island is very thin soil in most places. I just want to encourage this gentleman to
continue farming his hopes for a half acre farm is certainly not much. We’re all grew up
with backyard farms, as a mailer of fact we turn those farms into lawns these days that’s
why we have to resort to going to the ranch and many of us don’t have ranches anymore
because we build our homes there. So I really want to encourage Mr. Sanchez there are
ways and we provide lessons up at the University of Guam under CNAS and we bring in
people who want to learn to farm on how to build up the soil. We have a Lot of plants that
are tolerable to limestone and forestry types of trees and that can grow there. I really
want to encourage Mr. Sanchez to continue his dream to farm.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Thank you Senator. Plus keeping the flame on
for being a farmer is important. Okay. One of my recommendation will be we’ve done
this in the past. The individual comes in and wants a big space for farming we ask them
to start with this half acre and show us what you’ve got, what you can do and if then if
you are doing well we can move you to the next step. Get your Farm Plan, get your
farmer’s certification, get good farming practices in place, and my other recommendation
is we assign the lease to Lot 4-2, we just hold 4-1 in reserve as a possible expansion so
he gets an acre. And if we’re going to do that than we go ahead and go through the
process of getting the legislative approval. Because at that point then the justification is
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good and the likelihood of the bill getting passed into law is even better so that would
even be something we could do. Do you understand what I’m saying Mr. Sanchez on
what we’re trying to do here? Show us what you can do on this existing lot and then we
will move you into expand once there’s progress shows on what you got. Can that work
with you?
Jerry Sanchez: Yes Sir.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : I think the last time we did the halt of the
reservation land for expansion we put a timeline on it, is that right? One year? Okay. So
in one year’s time from when you’re issued a lease on Lot 4-2 we’ll come back out and
see what you’re doing and if you still want to expand we will entertain that.
Jerry Sanchez: All right thank you very much. You will see improvement.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: So the word is we’ll sign Lot 4-2 and reserve
Lot 4-1.
Margarita Borja (CLTC): We’ve given him survey authorization for Lot 4-1.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: But has it been surveyed yet?
Margarita Borja (CLTC): Yes. He’s getting there, the survey so do we reverse it and
give him Lot 4-1 and reserve Lot 4-2?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Well he’s farming in 4-2 already.
Margarita Borja (CLTC): So it’s up to him I don’t know if there’s going to be additional
cost of survey. He may incur additional cost of moving from one lot to another.
Jerry Sanchez: The surveyor, Mr. Castro, in fact was sick when I checked him up two
weeks ago and he told me once he gets well he’s going to call me and then he’s going to
start his survey.
Glenn Eay (Chamorro Land Trust): The corner you see if from the adjoining lot and
that’s their common corner.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : Okay, so that you can move the survey over to Lot
4-2 without any additional cost and then reserve Lot 4-1. Thank you.
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Senator ma’am did you want to give a comment today or do you have a question. I think
you came in the end of the public comments so do you want to speak?
Senator Cristobal: I think what we would do is our board is wanting to understand
whether your board has received any request for information on the development, the
Lajuna Developments, and we’re concerned because of the soil and water conservation
aspect of the property so we’ve asked our chairman. Just now I texted him to write to you
find out of you received any, we thought it was going to be on this agenda.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: No we have not and but to give you a
background on what’s going on. In December of last year we set out a list of properties
designated as commercial and then in Lajuna, the lot up there was one of the selected
properties to go through the public hearing process. The RFP that we had originally for
that piece of property was put on hold and then the highest bidder or the best offeror
appealed our stoppage of the REP and took it to the CPA so it’s still is there right now
and as a result of that we withdraw that lot off the list to be considered for any
commercial use at this time. Now should we look at it at a later date it would probably
have a totally new look. It would not be 400 acres, we would probably survey out only
what we think we want to use for a housing development and Senator I just want to let
you know too that what we had already began to do hopefully by tomorrow if it hasn’t
been done today there’s a bill waiting for the Governor’s signature that establishes the
Hatsan Hamut Chamorro and that’s just north of the Mangllao Golf Course, 35 acres.
And it becomes a conservation easement and our proposal is to look and try to create a
green conservation easement all the way to the north to the Anderson fence line. It will
take a variety of different shapes as it goes all the way up but the idea again is to
preserve certain areas along that cliff line that is very unique in the jungle and in the
plants so we can preserve them and hold them because they are actually the home of a
lot of different wildlife species and plant species. But this property that is to be soon
designated as a Hatsan Hamut Chamorro for the north is a pretty large parcel property of
which we have to determine how we’re going to use. It has a top plateau drops down on
the cliff, goes down on the couple other plateaus before it gets to the water’s edge and
even the Department of Agriculture’s looking to come in and plant certain kinds of
indigenous trees to preserve the plant life’s that may be dying off in certain areas. So
that’s what we’re looking to try and do to help preserve that whole area to the north. But
as far as the Lajuna goes there’s no action on the part of Chamorro Land Trust at this
time. As long as there’s an appeal which hasn’t been settled we can’t move forward on
that project.
Senator Cristobal: Thank you Mr. Borja for that information sometimes we just need to
come to the source to get the proper. .(paused)
.
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Administrative Director Michael Borja: There was a letter in an email and I’ll be happy
to respond to that in writing.
Senator Cristobal: Mr. Ron Laguana is (inaudible) and he’s going to be writing to you
folks but thank you for the information, I thought it was going to be discussed this
morning.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: I’m sorry it was not brought to our attention to
talk about, as far as the Northern Guam Soil and Water Conservation District. Your
organization wanted to talk about that specific? Okay.
There was a party of interest (they are not here) that expressed some desire to talk
about that as far as the development goes but they are not here.
Senator Cristobal: We are in the information gathering right now so just got an alert
that it’s probably going to be included in the agenda. We did check and it wasn’t there.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: It’s not there because as if it was in litigation,
it’s in appeal with the Public Auditor, we prefer to allow that process to work its course
and we have to be very cautious on what we do with that regard in saying anything in
that regard until that process is complete.
Senator Cristobal: At this point we come back to you (sorry I lost my voice).
Administrative Director Michael Borja: No problem. Thank you.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : Thank you Senator. Merry Christmas.
Okay the last New Business item.
3. The Chamorro Land Trust Strategic Plan
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran :That’s a loaded three words right there and I think
there’s no other time to start thinking and planning out a strategizing how we’re going to
move Chamorro Land Trust Commission forward then today. Because we are coming
up on a new year and I think it’s best for us to have a handle on everything going on and
also best for the people that we’re working for the beneficiaries of the Land Trust. So I
wanted to start off this discussion with first talking about what we as a board feel is our
priorities are for our future. You know, sitting through, this might be my 8th commission
meeting and sitting through eight of these and working with the director and talking with
the staff, I’ve got my own ideas about the priority issues that we need to face and handle.
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I mean, we can discuss our priorities. can share with you my thoughts and we can go
from there. One of the first priorities is our revenues and our funding, how we receive it
and then also how we spend it. What is our plan for spending it? What are we doing to
make sure that we are receiving what we should be receiving?
Administrative Director Michael Borja; Let me just let you know that any of our
revenue that comes forward to us goes into Chamorro Land Trust Commission
operations account or the infrastructure account whichever it’s designated by law for us
to put it in. It doesn’t go into the General Fund. And then that’s the basis of our
operations for the staffing for everything else. We don’t have a checking account where
you can make an approval for us to sign off certain checks, we completely give that out
of the... I don’t want one of those. Now the revenues that we receive are primarily from
commercial leasing. Anything that comes from agriculture and residential is not nominal
it’s miniscule and not even in value as far as the revenues goes. So everything that
comes is through the primary commercial stuff. The golf course is one, GTA is another,
and we’re going to have a huge amount coming in pretty soon for the sales of properties
that has legislatively were authorized. But the steady incomes (inaudible) little leases
that are out there that really had been around for a long time and they are authorized by
the law because they have something to do with the telecommunications. So you got
that revenue and then that’s what we need to build up if you want to do anything more.
All the more reason why it’s important for us to move on to try and step up to what we
can use commercially and what we are allowed to use commercially so that we can
create a greater revenues. We just approved three properties for commercial use, three
in Vigo and one here in Upper Tumon so now is the time to think about how we’re going
to use this. One of those properties in Yigo is really designed to be a housing
developing, subdivision, affordable homes. So what we are looking to do there, and
we’re not trying to make money we’re trying to get some houses built by developer that
our people can lease the lands and buy the house and that process we’re looking in
trying to kick off next month with a Request for Information so the developers can come
in and talk about what possibly can happen there so we can get all the necessary
information to put in the RFP together and get someone to come out and build them.
Maybe we will finance the cost of the homes with buyers because that could be one of
the hard part in getting financing from local financials. So you know there are still pieces
of property. There’s the grand property, the Ypao-Oka Point property as we have just
seen we just had another five acres taken out of that inventory for a shrine and we had
another eight and half acres completely dedicated formally in perpetuity for cultural
center. And again those things have to be describe and are we going to get income from
that? Most likely not I don’t know how it’s going to work but we will see. That’s the thing
we have to work out. But the remainder of the property, if we can get a long term income
stream from that then you can really get a great idea on what kind of what kind of monies
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you have potentially for you to begin planning a capital improvement project. The
process to get the lands truly have infrastructure put down. If we did a subdivision then
one of the things is that the developer put in the infrastructure. That’s the buyers of the
house actually be the one funding that but in all other cases we need to still put in roads
and water, power, and hopefully even sewer in a lot of these places but the income has
to come in. Now what we are trying to look at is some of the monies we are getting right
now let’s get the basic things done with, get the survey done, and get all those things
done so now we know what we got everywhere. Get the unregistered lands registered.
We have so many people living on unregistered lands that if they are not registered they
don’t have a lease, they really can’t be paying property taxes. So we’re going to be
missing out on a lot of income because we’re supposed to receive the money from the
property taxes. See that’s another revenue source and that’s what we’re really going to
be planting hard. Chamorro Land Trust is supposed to get the land tax for those
properties that are leased out.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran That was with MOU with the Rev and Tax?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: No it’s always supposed to be but the MOU
with the Rev and Tax will allow us to share the information so that we know who paid
and identified that money as coming in to our pot and then we really have a good
income. Because if there’s anything the guy only pays a dollar a year on his rent, he’s
really going to pay $50 to $90 depending on the size of the property a year on his
property tax. So there’s revenues stream there times 3,000 people if you use $50 times
3,000 that at least a $150,000, not a whole lot.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : You know when I bring it up as a priority, I want to
see what is the money we have coming in is? I know you mentioned a big chunk of
chunk coming in plus, I want to see what that money we have coming in? I believe in the
budget it’s already been appropriated for certain things and I want to see how that all that
flows through because you know we have commercial leases making a lot of money but
then at the end of the day there’s no money to do anything with our properties and I want
to see, like what we are spending it on.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Actually we have money that remaining that
we’ve been asking to spend and the Governor’s budget people have agreed to it
because they know the funding is there. It’s just that when it gets out of the legislature in
the budget bill it’s then removed. That’s why what we are looking to do in January is to
have a senator introduce a bill that appropriates money from our Chamorro Land Trust
Accounts that we have and monies coming in from the sales of those properties to
dedicate a one million dollars of in the course of three years, maybe 1.3 million dollars, I
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don’t know what it’s going to be right now to finish off our survey once and for all. It’s
going to be about $354,000 a year. We have that money coming in, the GTA money
alone is about $350,000 so even if that’s the sole revenue source, you use that money
every year, and then what we do is contract out the survey services so we can get that
job done. Our guys will help in a way, but for me to go hire more people is not as
productive as going out and getting the surveyors to do the job.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran So if you are saying that the money is coming in but
we are not allowed to spend it so where is it?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: The thing is they are require by law to put it
back so it’s not like it’s going to disappear but I’d rather it be going to our stuffs. And I
think we passed that as a resolution a while back to dedicate the money.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran You know I’m still not crystal clear on how our
budget works and how all of our funds are coming in and spent and I think it would be
best in our interest as a commission to sit down with you and your people and really see,
you know, follow the money.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Well this is a good opportunity right now, we’re
in the process of developing the 2018 budget and it’s due to BBMR sometime in January
2017 so the process is being created. All the divisions are going to create a wish list.
Please fund this vacant position that I can’t do without kind of thing and then we have to
then convince BBMR of that need and if they agree it goes to the Governor’s budget and
then we’re up against the legislature to determine whether or not we get it. We’ve never
been asked to come forward unfortunately to defend our budget. We are at the mercy of
whoever the budget chairman wants to call to come in even though we’ve made mention
of it to others the budget chairman never called for Land Management, Chamorro Land
Trust Commission to come forward to defend the budget.
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: What about the recent budget in October? We are going
into the quarter October, November and December What do we have between January,
February and March and then the next quarter? By quarterly, where are we standing?
You know just to get an ideas of the budget?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: The overall budget which was cut across the
board. We saw a decrease from the previous year.
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: So we need to know what was approved, what was
appropriated, what was taken out just so we can have an idea of what are?
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Administrative Director Michael Borja: I probably provide you a copy of the 2017
budget. It’s a single page just showing how much money we get but it’s a decrease I
think we lost (we don’t have a large budget it’s about $4.5 million) but they $400,000 out,
that’s 10%. And what it resulted is that any vacancy we had because people had moved
on to other jobs or retired or something, we couldn’t fill.
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: Now the funding that done by Senator Ada for GPA
connection if other clients are coming in and start requesting for us to entertain those
kind of setting. What are we looking at to (paused?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: That came out in the survey/infrastructure
fund. The only money currently in the survey/infrastructure is coming from the land for
the landless payments. Land for the landless and the Chamorro Land Trust have
nothing to do with each other however. Land Management had to clean up the
delinquent account out of the land for the land less and we paid for the balance of the
land purchases and the money had to be designated to go into the Chamorro Land Trust
infrastructure/survey fund. That’s where that money went and I think there was about
$120,000 in there and he took $30,000 out. He took one fourth of that money out.
That’s the reason why I objected to it at the time just because it’s not fair.
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: That being said it’s like they handed us to entertain. It’s
our funding that was used. So what’s stopping our tenant to coming in asking us the way
they. are we ready to entertain those clients or?
.

.

Administrative Director Michael Borja: We can’t, we cannot approve any of that
because we can’t touch our money unless it’s appropriate for the purpose. The
legislature has to appropriate that money for that purpose.
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: In the event something comes up, is the agency ready to
say okay we can apply this kind of funding provided we have a criteria to say a
subdivision A, subdivision B has a more priority to use whatever funding is available from
the Chamorro Land Trust?
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran: No, there’s nothing. But what you are kind of
getting at is the spending plan? I think we would like to see a spending plan because all
of this money (paused).
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Like to put in the power polls? The
infrastructure. I’m not even touching the infrastructure yet. There’s no way we can touch
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infrastructure. You need to have like in the neighbor of a $15,000,000 start to get on
something like that because, you know, $30,000 for five power polls for one customer
when this plan we’re trying to do up in the affordable subdivision in Yigo. One house will
probably cost $20,000 $30,000 and they got water, power, sewer, road and
telecommunications. Right! A paved road. And so which is more economical? And
that’s what we need to get at. Right now, the baby steps are get the survey done if we
can get. my recommendation is let’s move forward, we’ve already done the public
hearing on Oka Point before any more properties are taken out and authorized us to go
forward and try to get a commercial lease for the remainder of the property of the Oka
Point and then there will be a process involved in all of that anyway. That’s the kind of
income that comes in. Let’s just say we get $5,000,000 a year on rental, just
$5,000,000; ten years is that’s going to be $50,000,000 right; twenty years that’s going to
be $100,000,000 so what if I had $100,000,000 coming in a twenty year period. I can go
to the bank and get a loan for say $85,000,000 now that $85,000,000 I can do a massive
project and get a lot more done and it will be much more efficient to do it. So that’s the
kind of thing that you know, my suggestion is to look in those kind of terms. Right now I
had to take small steps and just let’s get the land settled, survey it so it’s easier to give
out to people, survey it so that we got the land registration done on unregistered
properties. We got the whole communities, like I said, living on an unregistered land. If
the water gets disconnected they don’t have a survey map, they don’t really have any
true legal authority to be on that land but they are there. I’m not going to kick them off.
But we have to be able to respond to any issues that arise in that neighborhood if that
person. Let’s just say the person dies and it goes to the beneficiary, now there’s a new
name change in the bill and the person is going to say, “Well show me the paper’.
-

.

.

.

.

Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: (inaudible) another lot being created to duplicate what
they did to the Gumataotao. They do a law using our own money?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: That’s the reason why I’m saying let’s get our
money appropriated ourselves for the big picture things and so that we’re not having
someone reaching in the pot and grabbing handfuls for the pet project.
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: Maybe we do the priority first thinking the whatever
funding we have available now is a good (paused)..
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Frankly, Commissioners, you know GWA hasn’t
paid us the half million yet and they are itching to give us the money. They’ve already for
it for a long time. I just want to hold off on it until we are ready to ask to use it.
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Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : I think if we can put together, you know, for me I
want to get the big picture right, because I know operations, the operations of the
department. Were getting income to pay for operations right but then we’re also going
to be getting all these additional income from GWA when they pay, when they sell
properties.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: But those are one-time payment, it’s not a
continuous. It’s a one-time thing so once you spend it its gone.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran Right, but the money is going to be there so I’m
going to want to.
if I were up sitting in the legislature I want to see that we know what
we’re going to do with that money.
.

.

Administrative Director Michael Borja: Exactly, that’s my point that’s why I’m saying if
I have the $300,000 coming in, in three weeks from GTA and the $500,000 from Guam
Waterworks, that’s $800,000 grand, then we get the appropriation for the $800,000
grand for the surveying of the properties that would last for over a course of two years.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran And that will cover all the properties
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Well for two years. It may not cover them all.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran So how are we going to prioritize, how are we going
to.
I know it’s all in your brain, but I want to know what your plan is.
.

.

Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: Do we have a long range plan, or short range to apply
this budget or the money that is available that
if we can have a listing of a long
ranges and short ranges. Let’s discuss that and implement it.
.

.

.

Administrative Director Michael Borja: Well the way I want to look at it is okay the
short range to me is let’s get the survey done; long range let’s get the infrastructure
done. And the long range is going to require a whole lot of money. well, even if it took
us three years to get the surveying done; after that now this money is going to start
building again because we’re not spending it and let’s say after three years with just GTA
there’s a $1,000,000 right. If you spend $300,000 in infrastructure you’re not going very
far. It’s going to be a street and maybe some power poles, not even waste water. But
you know at least by that point we would also now had, let’s say Oka Point, let’s say if
we were able to lease that if we finally found something to be used in there we could
start having an income source for that. As you can see it takes us awhile to go through
an RFP process so even if I started the RFP process today I wouldn’t think it’s going to
be concluded probably until the end of the year. And that if we find anyone that has an
.

.
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interest. I mean if we got three people that are interested and none of them fit the bill we
could reject this RFP and start over again because we don’t like what the prospects are.
Chairman Pascual Sablan: Mr. Director, the income from the golf course are you using
that income for the operations?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Yea, it’s going to the operations. Chamorro
Land Trust does not get general funds.
Chairman Pascual Sablan: Maybe these anticipated revenue from the sale of the GTA
and the GWA once we know that we can start allocating that this would go through this
survey and this, because most of the land out there, and I stand to be corrected, but you
have a lot of plot already prepared.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Yes, exactly so we’ve done all the project,
we’ve done all the master plans so I’ve already instructed the survey division to prioritize
which ones we should go at first and determine where (paused).
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: You have a long range plans you can apply it to land
registration mapping and if you have a short range plan apply it to a subdivision based
on the criteria of what we have.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Because the goal in the survey would be let’s
get the land registration surveys done.
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: where is the biggest problem at, the registration which is
a raw land that we won’t get a title on or a two hundred acres of lot that has so many
encroachment of tenants so our problem is going to be there because we cannot
facilitate our collection for building a lot and we’re building a house to collect (inaudible).
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Well the place up in Yigo where there’s a full
neighborhood of unregistered lot, to me that’s high priority. The unregistered land that
nobody is barking about in the middle of the hills of Inarajan, that’s kind of a lower
priority. We’ll get to that eventually but unless somebody’s disputing it with us we can
get to that later but there’s other higher ones that we need to get at. There’s a few other
places that we got going on with the private property owners who are disputing certain
areas. We want to get those things done too. But what we are looking at is not just
using one surveyor but we go out with RFP and get at least two and we can evaluate
them on their performance.
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Commissioner Amanda Santos: What about John Bias issue out to people?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: That’s what I’m talking about, that’s still an
unregistered land in Yigo that we (inaudible).
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran Okay, let’s wrap it up for this revenue priority. So
it’s sounds like the director we’re asking you for a report of the anticipated revenue and
the plan for that anticipated revenue. Then also that we, as a commission, would like to
understand the operation side of our budget, how that works, where the money is spent,
what those positions are.
Chairman Pascual Sablan: We need a master plan because if we know already that’s
there, the revenue, we can open that master plan and say do this, do that.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Well our master plans are pretty much done.
We have about 85 different master plans that we did throughout the island (in a lot of our
properties) to accommodate the need for Rev and Tax to know the property number and
the person who is on there and the size, and all the necessary information to be taxed.
So these guys are already taxed based on our master plans. So we just give those
master plans to the surveyors and say do it. That’s what we want you to do.
Chairman Pascual Sablan: Another thing before we go further please we need to do
something because we need to transmit it to the legislature and I think this is the best
time about we need to (inaudible) our properties that we have identified as commercial.
Look again, you see the paper that the property we have across JFK there’s a Chamorro
Land Trust there that they going to give it to the.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: No they are not going to give it to the DISID. It
will always remain with the Chamorro Land Trust. The percentage will come to us.
Chairman Pascual Sablan: Why percentage?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Well if you use the whole lot if this is that whole
property there and you’re is that part and yours is only 20% of the total, if they made a
million dollars you get $200,000 of it.
Chairman Pascual Sablan: That is my understanding in the paper that on our property
we going to get only like half of it.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: No.
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Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran: So before the next commission meeting which will
be in January, is that right? Can we maybe have a working session?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Let’s do that. What I recommend, Madam
Chair, if you don’t mind maybe we can have just a subcommittee and if you and I want to
sit down and whoever else what’s to be part of the subcommittee we can work on this
thing and come up with the (inaudible) that we can present with everyone before the next
meeting and be able to sit down and talk about it.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran I volunteer for the subcommittee. Are we okay with
the subcommittee? We will open it up and whoever want to show. Maybe the second
week of January, would that work?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Okay.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : I think we can go on probably getting the handle of
how the money works, and the department can help inform on the next priorities but
there are a couple of pending things that I wanted to bring up and kind of get us ahead of
the curve. One of them is the Hatdin Hamit Chamorro.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: That’s a good one to bring up. I just wanted
you guys to know I’ve invited Zita Pangelinan and several Senators I just need to
reconfirm with them to go out to the site visit tomorrow at 1:00. And if you guys are
interested we will take you all out there. We do need to sit down with this because of this
law we have to create a process for determining the use, and who can use this area and
Hatsan Foundation is supposed to be a major player in that prospect and Chamorro
Land Trust will be the controller of the property but not the. .(paused).
.

Commissioner Amanda Santos: You’re going to make them lease the property?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Well that’s what we have to determine. And
then what I wanted to show these Senators, I invited Speaker Won Pat, Senator Barnes
and Senator Ada. Speaker Won Pat has been a big push behind the lot of the Amot
process and she was one of the sponsor and so is Senator Barnes and they are both
outgoing so I just want to kind of let them know. Senator Ada was the prime sponsor of
the bill as well so I’m just waiting to hear from them on whether they want to go.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : Another one is the GEDA MOU, I know we were
revising it.
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Administrative Director Michael Borja: Yea, I have not spoken to the GEDA folks to
move on that. We were doing the same thing with them on the Ancestral Land
Commission I think we were going to try and do what we can to manage our own
properties and we probably do the same with them and just use them for the RFP as
needed and we’ll pay them for that.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : I know we’re not moving forward on the properties
that were approved for commercial lease (inaudible) to the legislature. That’s kind of
where everything stopped?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: We did three.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran We haven’t gone further.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: We can take the other properties that were that
went through the public hearing process.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran I’m talking about the three.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: No, we haven’t gone beyond anything. That’s
what I’m saying.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : And that’s what we’re waiting for GEDA MOU?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Not necessarily, no. We don’t have to like, for
example, the property to be used for the subdivision that’s going to be a project that we
do an RFI and then the RFP but yes the one in Upper Tumon we can probably work one
on one with GEDA to start on that one. The other one in Yigo we can’t do anything there
until the end of February because the people who are currently on there we told them to
get out it’s the International Bridge Company (IBC) and they agreed to move they just
want until February to do so. So we did a site inspection yesterday and they pretty
much, I think they moved some stuff out, but they definitely, completely organized the
place to be processed out.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : Just circling back to the commercial properties that
we can actually look forward maybe we can put that on the agenda item for next time
once we wrap our hands the revenue and funding we can move forward.
Chairman Pascual Sablan: Do we need to do that to be in the agenda?
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Administrative Director Michael Borja: To approve the rest of those properties. Yes.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran: I’m sorry I’m not talking about the rest of the
properties I’m talking about the three that have already been through the whole process
and is waiting for us to issue RFP. Those are the three I’m talking about and I would like
on the agenda items so we can discuss what the RFP would include.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: there’s eleven properties and we decided on
the three. That’s eleven minus the Lajuna and we decided on three so there eight
remaining.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran: Okay, let’s put it in the agenda. We have to put it in
the agenda and send it to the legislature.
Vice Chairman Joseph Cruz: Make a motion.
Chairman Pascual Sablan: I make a motion to go over all those to transfer because I
believe that once we transfer that to the legislature whether they act or not (inaudible).
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : The last pending that I have is the Sagan Kotturan
Chamoru we gave them the right of entry until the end of January.
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Right, so the deal there is that there are twelve
bills that dealt with Land Management, ten of them made it and they probably all going to
become public law. The way the Sagan Kotturan bill reads is that it designates the same
parcel of property for this cultural center known as Sagan Kotturan but it leaves to the
Chamorro Land Trust Commission the process of determining who can be in there and
I’m happy they did that. It didn’t set any specific organization. There is already rules and
regulations governing the use of cultural center lands that’s how we are managing the
lands that are used as cultural centers in Dededo behind Wettengale. The Koreans are
over there. The Palauans are back there and that was the lands they designated for
cultural centers and there’s rules and regs that tells you how much you got to pay for rent
per year. So it’s already established. My suggestion is we just follow the same rules
and regs. Why come up with something different. You can’t discriminate it like that.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : Can I get a copy of that. I guess in January can that
be an agenda item so we can look at what the rules are and if that’s the way forward.
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Administrative Director Michael Borja: Sure, like I said it’s not public law yet that I
know of but once we know it’s the public law we can definitely move on. I discussed with
my stuff all the bills and determine what recommendation I should give to the governor
with the fact almost all the senators was a sponsor for every one of those bills there’s no
chance of it to be vetoed.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran I think that kind of brings us to the end of the
Chamorro Land Trust strategic plan discussions. We pick up next week on the item and
working session to occur between that time. Any other comments? Questions?
Okay let’s move up to the Director’s Report.
VII.

DIRECTOR’S REPORT

Administrative Director Michael Borja: The only thing I wanted to talk to you about
was this issue with the CPA’s report and there’s really not much more that’s coming
around. The other bill is the Chamorro Shrine and that’s also used the property up in the
Ypao Point. It only said that it has to be something no more than five acres and not less
than two acres and it had to be contiguous with the Sagan Kotturan. And it has to be an
access easement. So I got an ideas how I think we can do it and we’ll try to play with
that and go with it. Now there’s supposed to be DPR is supposed to come up with the
plan within 180 days and I don’t think the plan is going to say anything about. .we’re
going to tell them how much land they can play with. However, they have some land at
Two Lovers Point and I’m going to pursue to get some of that land from DPR in
exchange for this property that they took away from us to use.
.

Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran: Okay thank you Director. Next item. Commissioners’
Comment, any comments?
Commissioner Amanda Santos: How about this illegal squatters when are we going to
touch base on it?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: Well that’s one of our compliance and audit
things. We want to. .(paused).
.

Commissioner Amanda Santos: Getting money from the Land Trust land, sublease,
Chamorro Land Trust land.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran: You know, that’s another priority, compliance and
enforcement are very. .(paused).
.
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Commissioner Amanda Santos: When we drive around sometimes we see Koreans,
Chinese planting, not Chamorros, and the land belongs to the Chamorros.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran: 2017 is our year.
Chairman Pascual Sablan: Mike, you mentioned the unregistered Chamorro Land Trust
cannot be leased out, are they?
Administrative Director Michael Borja: No the law says, that we shall not lease or do
anything with an unregistered lands. It might belong to the Government of Guam, it’s not
under Chamorro Land Trust even though it’s supposed to be it has not been property
identified legally as what part of it belongs to the Government of Guam.
VIII.

COMMISSIONERS’ COMMENT

Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran : Next item Commissioner’s Comments. Any
comments?
IX. ADJOURNMENT
Pascual Sablan moved to adjourn the meeting. Amanda Santos seconded the motion.
Meeting adjourned at 3:06 p.m.
Acting Chairperson Pika Fejeran: All in favor say aye.
Transcribed by: Ruth Sakuma, Administrative Assistant:
Approved by Board motion in meeting of: February 2, 2017
Michael J.B. Borja, Administrative Director:
Date:
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CHAMORRO LAND TRUST COMMISSION
Board of Commissioners Meeting
January 19, 2017
INADAHEN I LINA’ LA’ KOTWRAN CHAMORRO, INC.
1. PURPOSE:
a. LICENSEE AGREEMENT EXTENSION
2. FAGS:
a. Location: Lot No. 5173-1-R2NEW-4, Municipality of Tamuning
b. Lot Size/Lease Type: B Acres
c.

Lease Instrument Number:
d. Field Description: Flat
3. CHRONOLOGICAL FAGS:
a. October 18, 2016: Inadahen I Lina’ La’ Kotturan Chamoru, LICENSEE AGREEMENT EXTENSION
b. October 25, 2016: CHAMORRO LAND TRUST COMMISSION RESOLUTION NO. 2016-17
SITE INSPETION FINDINGS:
•
•
•
•

All nine (9) buildings are occupied by numerous cultural programs.
No power and water available.
Buildings and landscaping maintained.
Approximately sixty (60) tourist scheduled to visit the facility day of inspection.

GLENN EAY

CLEINT: INADAHEN I LINk LA
KOHURAN CHAMORU

Land Trust ComnGián
Municipality:
Tamuning

PARCEL: (Lot, Bik., Tract)
Lot 5173-1-R2NEW-4
Bldg. #9
Land Agent(s):

—

Inspection Report
Date of Inspection:
0110612016

‘

GEIJA
COMMISSION APPROVED PLAN:
[ ] Planned Development Commercial
] Parks
[ ] Government

[ ] Planned Development Agricultural
J Planned Development Single Family
] Planned Development Multi-Family
—

—

—

[
[
[
I
[
f

I
I
]
I
]
]

-

LAND USE OBSERVATIONS:
Farming
[ ] Government, Local
Ranching
[ ] Government, Federal
Single Family Residential
[ J Industrial
Multi-Family Residential/Total Units:___
I ] Undeveloped
Commercial I Type:
Other, specify:

NAME OF OCCUPANT:
Telephone:
Guma Yo Amote, Manager: Zeta Pangelinan 727-7717
LUP# (If any):

Name of LUP Holder:

Percentage of parcel used:

[ ]

Water

[ X] Concrete
[X]

UTILITIES SERVICED:
[ I Sewer
f

[ ] Power
[ ] Semi-concrete

Fully Improved

STRUCTURES:
[ j Wood/Tin

[ ] Semi-Improved

J Telephone

[ I Septic Tank

[ ] Approximate Size:
[ ] Unimproved

[ I Trail

COMMENTS: Site inspection conducted 01/06/16.

SITE INSPECTION FINDINGS: Two (2) separate buildings on premises
1.) Concrete building, Bldg. No. 8 (Gift Shop)
2.) Container building, Bldg. No. 9 (Healing Arts, Suruhana), located at rear of Guinahan
Chamorro
3.) House
Plants
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Cnamorro Land Trust Comm.siôn

Inspection Report
Date of Inspection:
01/06/2016

Municipality:
Tamuning

PARCEL: (Lot, Bik., Tract)
Lot 5173-1-R2NEW-4
Bldg. #8
Land Agent(s):

—

GE/JA
COMMISSION APPROVED PLAN:
[ 3 Planned Development Commercial
[ 3 Parks
[ 3 Government

[ ] Planned Development Agricultural
[ J Planned Development Single Family
[ ] Planned Development Multi-Family
—

—

—

-

LAND USE OBSERVATIONS:
I I Government, Local
[ 3 Govemment, Federal
[ 3 Industrial
[ 3 Undeveloped

[ 3 Farming
.[ 3 Ranching
[ 3 Single Family Residential
[ I Multi-Family Residential / Total Units:__
[ ] Commercial I Type:
[ 3 Other, specify:

Telephone:
NAME OF OCCUPANT:
Bldg. #8 Guinahan Chamorro Gift Shop, Manager, Jill Benavente

997-5461

Name of LUP Holder:

LUP# (If any):
Percentage of parcel used:

[ 3

Water

[ X] Concrete

UTILITIES SERVICED:
[
[ 3 Sewer

[ 3 Power
[ 3 Semi-concrete

[ XJ Fully Improved

STRUCTURES:
[ ] Wood/Tin

[ 3 Semi-Improved

3 Telephone

[ 3

Septic Tank

I I Approximate Size:
[ 3 Unimproved

COMMENTS: Site inspection conducted 01/06116.

SITE INSPECTION FINDINGS: Two (2) separate buildings on premises
1.) Concrete building, Bldg. No. 8 Guinahan Chamorro (Gift Shop) Front
2.) Container building, Bldg. No. 9 (Healing Arts, Suruhana) Rear
3.) House & yard maintained
Plants:
•Land soaping trees & plants on front lawn
Comment: Traditional arts & crafts displayed (see affached photos).
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CSthorro Land Trust commQsion
PARCEL: (Lot BIk., Tract)
Lot 5173-1-R2NEW-4
Bldg. No.7
Land Agent(s):

I

Inspection Report
Date of Inspection:
01/06/2016

Municipality:
Tamuning

GE/JA

Planned Development
Planned Development
Planned Development

I

—

—

—

—

COMMISSION APPROVED PLAN:
Agricultural
[ ] Planned Development Commercial
Single Family
[ ] Parks
Multi-Family
[ ] Government
-

LAND USE OBSERVATIONS:
Farming
[ J Government, Local
Ranching
[ ] Government, Federal
Single Family Residential
[ J Industrial
Multi-Family Residential / Total Units:___
I ] Undeveloped
Commercial I Type:
Other, specify:

NAME OF OCCUPANT:
GUAMA’ AT’ TISTA ART STUDIO GALLERY
MARK DELL’ ISOLA & RALPH UNPINCO

Telephone:
688-7290 (Ralph)

LUP# (If any):

Name of LUP Holder:

Percentage of parcel used:
Water

[ ]

[X]

Concrete

[ J

[X]

Fully Improved

UTILITIES SERVICED:
[ ] Sewer
[

Power
Semi-concrete

[ J

STRUCTURES:
[ ] Wood/Tin

Semi-Improved

COMMENTS: Site inspection conducted 01/06/16.
SITE INSPECTION FINDINGS:
1.) One (1) concrete structure
2.) Approximately eleven art photos displayed
3.) House & yard maintained
Plants:
•Betel nut trees (4)
•Three (3) plumeria trees

]

Telephone

[ I
[ ]

[I

Septic Tank

Approximate Size:

Unimproved

[ ]

Trail
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cc2morro Land Trust commQsion

[ ]
[ ]
[ J

Inspection Renort
Date of Inspection:
01/06/2016

Municipality:
Thmuning

PARCEL: (Lot, BIk., Tract)
Lot 5173-1-R2NEW-4
Bldg. No.6
Land Agent(s):

—

GEIJA

Planned Development
Planned Development
Planned Development

—

—

—

COMMISSION APPROVED PLAN:
Agricultural
[ ] Planned Development Commercial
Single Family
[ ] Parks
[ I Government
Multi-Family
-

LAND USE OBSERVATIONS:
[ ] Government, Local
[ I Government1 Federal
Single Family Residential
[ I Industrial
Multi-Family Residential / Total Units:
1 Undeveloped
Commercial I Type:
Other, specify:

[ ] Farming
[ ] Ranching

[ ]
r I
[ ]
[ ]

NAME OF OCCUPANT:
GUMA’ KAOHAO MUSEUM
JOHN SIGUENZA. Mgr.

Telephone:
977-3352

LUP# (If any):

Nameof LUP Holder

Percentage of parcel used:

[ )

Water

[ X] Concrete

[

j

[ J

UTILITIES SERVICED:
I
[ J Sewer

Power

[ ] Semi-concrete

Fully Improved

J

STRUCTURES:
[ ] Wood/Tin

[ ] Semi-Improved

Telephone

[ I Approximate Size:

[ ]

Unimproved

COMMENTS: Site inspection conducted 01/06/1 6.
SITE INSPECTION FINDINGS:
I.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)

Septic Tank

[ ]

One concrete structure
Over 25 art & craft (stones & shells) display cases
Numerous carved crafts displayed on walls
One (1) waIl painting picture frame
House & yard maintained

Plants:
•Betel nut trees (4)
•Miscellaneous
Note: Building structure fully displayed with art &crafts. (see attached photos)
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Cnamorro Land Trust Commission

Land Agent(s):

3

[ 3
I
3
•1 3

—

Inspection Report
Date of Inspection:
01/06/2016

Municipality:
Tamuning

PARCEL: (Lot, BIk., Tract)
Lot 5173-1-R2NEW-4
Bldg. #6
GEIJA

Planned Development
Planned Development
Planned Development

—

—

—

COMMISSION APPROVED PLAN:
Agricultural
j 3 Planned Development
Single Family
[ 3 Parks
Multi-Family
[ 3 Government

-

Commercial

LAND USE OBSERVATIONS:
[ I Government, Local
Farming
[ 3 Government, Federal
Ranching
Single Family Residential
[ 3 Industrial
Multi-Family Residential / Total Units:
[ 3 Undeveloped
Commercial/Type:
Other, specify:

NAME OF OCCUPANT:
GUMA’ KAOHAO MUSEUM
James Samba, Mgr,

Telephone:
N/A

LUP# .Qf any):

Name of LUP Holder

Percentage of parcel used:

I I

Water

[ 3

[X]

Concrete

[ 3

UTILITIES SERVICED:
[
[ 3 Sewer

Power

Serni-concrete

Fully Improved

[ 3

3

STRUCTURES:
[1 Wood/Tin

Semi-Improved

Telephone

[ I
[ 3

[ 3

Septic Tank

Approximate Size:

Unimproved

[ 3

Trail

COMMENTS: Site inspection conducted 01/06/16.

SITE INSPECTION FINDINGS:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)

One concrete structure
Cultural weave items on display cases (over eight display cases)
Numerous cultural weave items displayed on walls
Weave picture frames displayed throughout the walls
House & yard maintained

Plants:
•Betel nut trees (4)
•Miscellaneous
Special note: Building structure fully displayed with weave art &crafts. (see attached photos)
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Inspection Report
Date of Inspection:
0110612016

Municipality:
Tamuning

PARCELi (Lot, BIk., Tract)
Lot 5173-1-R2NEW-4
Bldg. #4
Land Agent(s):

—

GE)JA

COMMISSION APPROVED PLAN:
Planned Development Agricultural
I J Planned Development Commercial
Planned Development Single Family
[ ] Parks
Planned Development— Multi-Family
[ } Government
-

—

—

LAND USE OBSERVATIONS:
[ ] Government, Local
Farming
Ranching
[ ] Government, Federal
Single Family Residential
] Industrial
Multi-Family Residential / Total Units:___
f j Undeveloped
j Commercial/Type:
J Other, specify:

]
]
]
]

NAME OF OCCUPANT:
LINA’ LA’ I TASI TRADITIONAL FISHING
RAYMON VELORIA, Mgr.

Telephone:
N/A

LUP# (If any):

Name of LUP Holder:

Percentage of parcel used:

[ ]
[

X]

[ J

Water

[ ]

Concrete

[ J

Fully Improved

UTILITIES SERVICED:
[
[ ] Sewer

Power
Semi-concrete

[ ]

]

STRUCTURES:
[ J Wood/Tin

Semi-Improved

Telephone

I )
[ I

[ J

Septic Tank

Approximate Size:

Unimproved

[

I Trail

COMMENTS: Site inspection conducted 01/06/16.
SITE INSPECTION FINDINGS:
1.) One (1) concrete structure
2.) Approximately eighteen (18) art & craft display cases
3.) Traditional fishing net, carved canoe (galaidi), hunting spears & miscellaneous weaving
Displayed
4.) Latte stones displayed at rear of building
5.) House & yard maintained
Plants:
•Betel nut trees (4)
•Miscellaneous ornament trees
•Lemon tree (1)
.

Special note: Building structure fully displayed with arts & crafts. (see attached photos)
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cQmorro Land Trust Commission

Land Agent(s):

[ ]
f ]
[ ]
[
[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
J
J
J

—

Inspection Renort
Date of Inspection:
0110612016

Municipality:
Tamuning

PARCEL: (Lot, 61k., Tract)
Lot 5173-1-R2NEW-4
Bldg. #3
GEIJA

Planned Development
Planned Development
Planned Development

—

—

—

COMMISSION APPROVED PLAN:
Agricultural
[ ] Planned Development Commercial
f ) Parks
Single Family
Multi-Famfly
[ ] Government
-

LAND USE OBSERVATIONS:
[ 1 Government, Local
Farming
Ranching
[ I Government1 Federal
Single Family Residential
[ ] Industrial
Multi-Family Residential I Total Units:.___
] Undeveloped
Commercial I Type:
Other, specify:

NAME OF OCCUPANT:
GUMA’ BAILA VAN DANDAN
PATRIC CAMACHO, Mgr.

Telephone:
N/A

LUP# (If any):

Name of LUP Holder:

Percentage of parcel used:

[ I

Water

[ I

[

Concrete

[ ]

X

[ ]

UTILITIES SERVICED:
[
[ ] Sewer

Power
Semi-concrete

Fully Improved

[ ]

STRUCTURES:
( ] Wood/Tin

Semi-Improved

I

Telephone

[ ]
[

Septic Tank

[ I

Approximate Size:

j Unimproved

[ ]

Trail

COMMENTS: Site inspection conducted 01106116.
SITE INSPECTION FINDINGS:
1.) One concrete structure
2.) House & yard maintained
Special note: According to Mr. Ray Leon Guerrero, he sees Patrick comes in & out of the
building. Performing students are elementary and middle school level. Students come in on
weekends to practice.

BDLG. #3 GUMA’Bi.uM VAN DANDAN PERFORMING M,iTS

FRONT VIEW

RIGHT SIDE VIEW

cQn-rnrro Land Trust Comnission

Land Agent(s):

—

Inspection Report
Date of Inspection:
01/06/2016

Municipality:
Tamuning

PARCEL: (Lot, Bik., Tract)
Lot 5173-1-R2NEW-4
Bldg. #2
GEIJA

COMMISSION APPROVED PLAN:
[ ] Planned Development Commercial
[ J Parks
I ] Government

I Planned Development Agricultural
] Planned Development Single Family
] Planned Development Multi-Family
—

—

—

[
[
[
[
(
[

]
I
]
]
]
]

-

LAND USE OBSERVATIONS:
Farming
[ ] Government, Local
Ranching
[ ] Government, Federal
Single Family Residential
[ Industrial
Multi-Family Residential / Total Units:___
[ ] Undeveloped
Commercial I Type:
Other, specify:

NAME OF OCCUPANT:
GUALO FARMNG
RAY LEON GUERRERO (Mgr.)

Telephone:
688-1853

LUP# (If any):

Name of LUP Holder

Percentage of parcel used:

f )

Water

[ X] Concrete

[ ]

UTILITIES SERVICED:
[
[ ] Sewer

Power

I I Semi-concrete

[ ] Fully Improved

] Telephone

STRUCTURES:
f ] Woodffin

[ ] Semi-Improved

]

Septic Tank

( ] Approximate Size:
[ ] Unimproved

[ I Trail

COMMENTS: Site inspection conducted 01/06/16.

SITE INSPECTION FINDINGS:
1.) One concrete structure
2.) House & yard maintained
Farming: Small farming activity such as papaya & bananas
Special Note:
Traditional outdoor kitchen for baking and cooking located at the rear of building,
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C amorro Land Trust Commission

Inspection Report
Date of Inspection:
0110612016

Municipality:
Tamuning

PARCEL: (Lot, Bik., Tract)
Lot 5173-1-R2NEW-4
Bldg. No. 1
Land Agent(s):

—

GEIJA

[
[
[

COMMISSION APPROVED PLAN:
[ I Planned Development Commercial
Agricultural
Development
Planned
j
[ ] Parks
] Planned Development— Single Family
[ ) Government
] Planned Development Multi-Family

[
[
[
[
[
[

I
]
]
]
]
]

-

—

—

LAND USE OBSERVATIONS:
[ I Government, Local
Farming
Ranching
[ ] Government, Federal
Single Family Residential
[ ] Industrial
Multi-Family Residential I Total Units:___
[ ] Undeveloped
Commercial I Type:
Other, specify:

NAME OF OCCUPANT:
GUAMA’ SAKMAN SEA FARING
TONY ADA, Mgr.

Telephone:

LUP# (If any):

Name of LUP Holder

Percentage of parcel used:
UTILITIES SERVICED:
[
[ I Sewer

:

[ I

Water

[

Concrete

Xj

[XI

[ I
]

Power
Semi-concrete

Fully Improved

[ ]

J Telephone

STRUCTURES:
I I Wood/Tin

Semi-Improved

[ ]
[ ]

[ I

Septic Tank

Approximate Size:

Unimproved

[ I

Trail

COMMENTS: Site inspection conducted 01/06/1 6.
SITE INSPECTION FINDINGS:
1.) One (1) concrete structure
2.) Outdoor hut at rear of building for canoe storage & carving
3.) House & yard maintained
Plants:
•Betel nut trees (6)
Note: Per Mr. Ray Leon Guerrero, Mr. Ada is currently off island for medical reasons and
is in the process of reorganizing his staffs. Most of the canoes are displayed
at Tasi Paseo since Fest Pac. Ada is currently working with DPW to transport canoes from
Tasi Paseo back to their facility.
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this organization.

InLmid’nasg1millam

wT.wi.c.book.conhil.awdriIIg

Jo uphold. pivillote and deknd the principles u/good
citizenship and government.
To assist iii even honorable irai’ in flirt bering tilt’ interest of

Mariana Islands

•

•

PREAMBLE
We. the members ol this organization, assemble ourselves and pledge to
pursue the Ibilowing objectives iii the spirit of our ancestors:
• To reaii aken, sustain, promote and perpetuate our uufrgenous
(haniorro culture, language mid heritage
• To instill a •sen.ce of individual and personal obftgatum in our
nwmhers that fosters protection of the air. uater, land, hehefk,
culture, language mid spintuahn o/the C ‘hamorro.
• To encourage active par/input ion in all matters pertaining to
the iirlfare mid aspiration of the memheiw of this orgtuiizatioii
mid (i/tile people of the Sinalu’ archipelago.

Safe voyages begin and end on the land

Traditions Affirming our Seafaring Ancestry Inc. dba TASA

House I: Seafaring Guma
Sagan Kutturan ChamorLi

seeking public officer or pref?rment.

0

§2.0/The purposes/or ii’hich the corporation isfbrmed are set forth
in it preamhle.v and articles f incorporation, as on; time to time
amended. For chantable. scientific, literary or educational pum poses
mid to pronwte mid preserve the indigenous Chmnorro practices.
§2.02 To support the c/forts of our local educational uistitutions
ii’ho foster mid promote tile teaching and pre.vervation of the
Chamorro culture, language and heritage.
§3.01 This organization is non—pohtical. non—pro/u mid non
sectarian and shall neither he used/or the dissemination of part ivan
principles nor/or the promotion of the candidaci’ of any person

Proposed Activities:
• Traditional Canoe Building
• Traditional Carving
• I denti Ilcation. Scouting. Planting and Nurturing Trees
• Harvesting of Wood
• Coconut Fiber Rope Making
• Traditional Pandanus Weaving
• Shunting
• Traditional Navigation (Stars. Current. Wind. Sea Creatures)
• Identil3ng. Scouting. Preparing for Voyage Supplies
• Sea thri ng Su mm it

TASA began collaboration with SKC in managing House I. which is designated as
the Seafaring Guma since June 2015. TASA has been in the process of creating a
space in which future seafaring educational and apprenticeship programs would be
conducted at the Seafaring Guma. It is TASKs hope that the seafaring guma would
be a central source for all seafaring enthusiasts setting the groundwork of ensuring
the continued promotion of the Chamorro culture. Seafaring uses all of the trades
already at SKC.

•

•

•

Organization Purpose & Nature

o
CHAMORRO LAND TRUST COMMISSION
Board of Commissioners Meeting
January19, 2017

JOSEPH CEPEDA BALDWIN

—

YIGO LAND TRANSFER

1. FACTS:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Location: Lot 7116-1-2-3 Municipality of Yigo
Lot Size I Lease Type: no more than 14 Acre/Residential Lease
Lease Instrument Number: 642410
Field Description: Rat

2. CHRONOLOGICAL FACTS:
a. Residential Application Date and Time: December 6, 1995; 8:31AM
numerical designation 0001324
b. On June 5, 1997: Applicant was interviewed by CLTC staff
c. On August 15, 2001, Lease executed by Administrative Director Ronald E.
Teehan Jr.
d. On January 13, 2017: Site inspection conducted.
STAFF ANALYSIS:
Pursuant to the Residential Lease Section 2.1 • “Lessor warranted that: Lessor is the owner of
the Premises...” However, the subject property is not owned by the Chamorro Land Trust
Commission, but by the Yigo Mayor’s Office. Applicant has a semi-concrete structure and is
looking to renovate the property further through a VA loan, however the Preliminary Title Report
indicates that the property is not owned by the Chamorro Land Trust Commission, thus the
applicant was unable to proceed.
Recommendation:
Staff recommends the approval for a Land Exchange with the Yigo Mayor’s Office as the best
course of action in consideration to the cost and inconvenience associated with relocating the
applicant.

ARNOLD C. JOSE II

Joseph Cepeda Baldwin
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Chamorro Land Trust Commission
December 2016
Revenue Collection Report
P05 Receipt 4 Account No. Atint Name
Amount

12/13/16
12)02/16
12/07/16
12/07/16
12/20/16
12/21/16
12/28/16
12/28/16
12/29/16
12/19/16
12/14/16

221702783
2217024220
2217026126
2217026128
2217030297
DLM17O1SBS7
2217032960
2217032963
2217033296
DLM16015833
2217028100

3624-52101
3624-52101
3624-52101
3624-52101
3624-52101
3624-52101
3624-52101
362452101
3624-52101
3624-52101
3624-54101

12/14/16
12/14/16
12/20/16
12/21/16
12/30/16
12/02/16
12/14/16
12/29/16

2217028004
2217028422
2217030473
DLM17OIS8SO

3624-54201
3624-54201
3624-54201
362454201
3624-54201
3624-54201
3624-54201
3624-54201

12/01/16
12/02/16
12/05/16
12/05/16
12/12/16
12/21/16
12/22/16
12/27/16

17015777
DLM17015782
2217025012
2217025033
DLM17015881
2217031244
2217032258

3624-54202
3624-54202
3624-54202
3624-54202
3624-54202
3624-54202
3624-54202
3624-54202

12/29/16
12/21/16
12/23/16
12/23/16
12/29/16
12/30/16
12/30/16
12/30/16
12/30/16

2217033437
2217031091
DLM1710159615
2217031962
2217033522)20
2217033731
2217033742
2217034068
2217034055

3624-57001
3669-57001
3669-57001
3669-57001
3669-57001
3669-57001
366g-57001
3669-57001
3669-57001

2217024067
2217028135
2217033524

Application Fee
Application Fee
Application Fee
Application Fee
Application Fee
Application Fee
Application Fee
Application Fee
Application Fee
Application Fee
Application Fee
Total
Commercial Lease
commercial Lease
Commercial Lease
Commercial Lease
Commercial Lease
Commercial Lease
Commercial Lease
Commercial Lease
Total
Land Lease
Land Lease
Land Lease
Land Lease
Land lease
Land Lease
Land Lease
Land Lease
Total
Sale of Government Land
sale of Government Land
Sale of Government Land
Sale of Government Land
Sale of Government Land
Sale of Government Land
Sale of Government Land
Sale of Government Land
Sale of Government Land
Total

flM)W

IUIAL

Name

$50.00 Vicente R. Camaddu
$50.00 Eydie Quinata Aguon
$50.00 Roberta R. Perez
$50.00 Anthony R. C. Castro
$50.00 Rebecca B. Unchangco
$50.00 Robert io.Toves Miyosuki
$50.00 Eay, Chelsea Nicolet
$50.00 Eay, Chelsea Nicolet
$50.00 Richard C. Castro
$50.00 Unsiogianita Mangilona
$50.00 Emily A. Gumataotao
$550.00
$850.00 Moycom Communication
$416.67 USPS
$3,500.00 Agfayan, Inc.
$1,348.68 KM Broadcasting
$2,500.00 Jenny Cool Towing
$16,858.25 Guam Int’l Country Club Inc.
$1,592.70 Docomo Pacific
$1,039.08 Choice Phone, LLC
$28,105.38
$25.00 Rosalie Santos Bueno
$20.00 Patricia Wedge Worth
$99.00 Ansley E. Jackson Jr.
$99.00 Victoria Sablan Taitano
$99.00 Marie Mendiola Sablan
$99.00 Mercedes F. Pangelinan
$99.00 Vincent Anthony Sablan
$7.00 Tammy Jean vawter
$547.00
$4,463.35
$3999.66
$2,910.29
$448.00
$4,740.06
$2,359.51

Glenn M.D. Aguon
Joseph KS Naputi
Thomas R. Meno
Francisco Chargualaf
Juan C. Meno /Angela JM Laganzo
Fajardo P. Crisostomo
$soo.oo Magdalena Castro
$4,478.33 Apatang Alfred
$2,909.00 Eddie Santos
$26,808.20
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P.O. Box 2950 Hagdtna, Gudhan 96932
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December 7, 2016
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nt-v.

4

r—tu1ne: 649-5263

ext.

435 Fax: 649-5383

/724..

.1’

Mr. Joseph David Cruz
P.O. Box 7037
Tamuning, Guam 96931

Iu1drefi

RE:

I/rn?

Lease Agreement (“Lease Agreement”) Between Chamorro Land Trust
Commission (“CLTC”) and Joseph David Cruz (“Lessee”) Dated January 2,
2003, Relating to “A portion of Lot 10164, Dededo, containing an area of not
more than five (5) acres,” but occupying Tract 1021, Block 3, Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 6, Municipality of Dededo, containing a total area of 15,874 sguare meters
(the “Property”) Termination of Joseph David Cruz’s CLTC Ground Lease
Agreement
—

Dear Mr. Cruz:
Ft.

-

-

‘if, andaLG4 -.
Cotn,n,sxioner !.-a).

Pus cue! 1A. Sabtan
Co,nmis don Cr

(VacanO
(ononissio,zer

?pjkhael J.B. Borja
Ad,,zznz.ctrutiyc E)ircc-tor

-

The Chamorro Land Trust Commission is serving you (“Lessee”) notice that you are
alleged to have violated the following terms of the Ground Lease Agreement for the
property referenced above effective immediately for breach of the following terms of
the Ground Lease Agreement:
a. Section 7. OCCUPANCY, “Lessee shall, after the first year of 1e6
and/or cultivate at least two-thirds (2/3) of tract at all
INVESTIGATIVE FINDINGS: Under cultivated.
b. Section 7. OCCUPANCY, “Lessee shall conform with all Territorial Zoning
and Building Laws.” INVESTIGATIVE FINDINGS: Waste metal and vehicle
collection and rummage not authorized in an Agricultural (A) Zone.
c. Section 14. USE OF PREMISES. “Lessee may use, improve or develop
the premises or any part thereof for us as a farm, and may erect upon the
premises one (1) house and any accessary building necessary for farming.”
INVESTIGATIVE FINDINGS: Two (2) structures on premises.
d. Section 15. LESSEE NOT COMMIT WASTE, “Lessee covenants not to
commit waste upon the premises and upon the expiration of the term of this
Lease, to deliver peaceful possession of the premises to the lessor.
INVESTIGATIVE FINDINGS: Guam Environmental Protection Agency
(GEPA) issued Lessee a Notice of Violation, Order of Compliance and
Administrative Penalty Order NOV/OC/APO No. 16-029, dated October 19,
2016.
GEPA found, and CLTC confirmed and concurred with its site
inspection, the following:

Rn’. 11/17/2015

1. Joseph D. Cruz violated provisions of the Solid Waste Management and
Litter Control Act by violating Title 10 GCA, Chapter 51, Section
51110(a)(1).
2. In violation of Title 10 GCA, Chapter 51, Section 5111 0(a)(3), Joseph D.
Cruz allowed the placement of solid wastes, consisting of junk vehicles,

Termination of J051
December 1, 2016
Page 2

)avid Cnn’s CLTC Ground Lease Agreement

metals, tires, plastics, white goods, electronics, house hold waste and
wood waste.
3. In violation of Title 10 GCA, Chapter 51, Section 5111 0(a)(5), Joseph D.
Cruz stored, disposed, and burned solid waste in a manner to degrade
the environment, create a public nuisance, and health and safety
hazard.
4. In violation of Title 10 GCA, Chapter 51, Section 5111 0(a)(8), Joseph D.
Cruz burned solid waste specifically, house hold waste, tires, scrap
metals, glass, plastics, and wood waste without the authorization of the
Administrator of GEPA.
Lessee appeared before the Chamorro Land Trust Commission board of
commissioners at their regularly scheduled board meeting on November 17,2016. At
the board meeting, Lessee failed to provide reasonable explanation of the identified
violations or a specific action plan to comply with the GEPA Notice of Violation No. 16029. The CLTC board of commissioners passed a motion to proceed with the
termination of the Ground Lease Agreement.
Unless a written request for a hearing signed by you or on behalf of you as the
person named in Ground Lease Agreement is delivered or mailed to the
Chamorro Land Trust Commission within fifteen (15) days after this notice was
personally served on you or mailed to you, CLTC may proceed upon the
termination without a hearing. The request for hearing may be made by delivering
or mailing a ‘Notice of Defense” as provided in Title 5, Guam Code Annotated, Chapter
9, Section 9205 to:
Chamorro Land Trust Commission
P.O. Box 2950
Hagatna, GU 96932
Title 5, Guam Code Annotated, Chapter 9, Section 9205, “Notice of Defense Content”
requires within fifteen (15) days after service of notice, Lessee may file with CLTC a
notice of defense in which Lessee may:
a. Request a hearing.
b. Object to the accusation upon the ground that it does not state acts or
omission upon which the agency may proceed.
c. Object to the form of the accusation on the ground that it is so indefinite or
uncertain that you cannot identify the transaction or prepare defense.
d. Admit the accusation in whole or in part.
e. Prepare a new mailer by way of defense.
Sincerely,
t
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December 28. 2016

TO: Chamorro Land Trust Commissioner Board of Commissions
RE: Lease Agreement

II@ID9I1
jg12 30

A: Request a Hearing

DEC 302015

DepiIrLmiMimiM
The
IN

I Joseph D. Cruz, request a hearing for said reference above. In a work performance I
said above Joseph D. Cmz. will provide a reasonable explanation of the identified
violations or a specific action plan to comply with the G.E.P.A. notice of violation #: 16029 to the Board of Commissioners. Chamono Land Trust. I shall take necessary actions
to comply with the requirements solid waste, consisting ofjunk vehicles, metals, tires.
plastics, white goods, electronics and house hold waste.
All waste manifest or trip tickets shall be maintained and made record available to Guam
EPA and to Chamorro Land Trust Commissioner.
As of September 24. 2016, total junk cars accounted For equal 46.
As of December 29. 2016. total junk cars remain to be removed equal 9.
Break down of waste as follows:
Junk Vehicles of metal only 22 cars volume generated said below as of October 17. 2016
to December 19, 2016 with a delivery receipt from Global Recycling Center # 632-0789.
That I have disposal site made records available.
As of November 22, 2016 G.M. Logistics has removed 15 junk cars to Global Recycling
Center without any receipts available to record. 1. Joseph D. Cruz. paid approximately
S500.00 for the support for G.M. Logistics services. As this month is coming to an end. I
respectfully request to proceed forward removing the waste material that I may still have
around due to my medical treatment. I, Joseph D. Cruz. will be departing to Hawaii for
medical reasons on January 9, 2017 for approximately 3-5 days. I. Joseph D. Cruz,
would Like to apologize for the mistake that I have done and I am up to upgrading and put
to better look and use in farming and planting under the lease agreement.

s ectiully.

Ckmorw land Trust Commission
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RECEIVED BY: Mtc,

)

TIME: i-’s

phD. ruz
elI: (671) 777-1926
ome: (671) 969-5741

GUAM EN sT1RONMENTAL PROTECtION AGENCY
Q

AHENSIAN PRUTEKSION LINA’ LA GUAHAN
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL PLAN

PROJECT NAME: Cniz Property Lot No. 1010-64, Dededo NOV No. 16-029
PROJECT LOCATION: Lot No. 1010-64. Dededo
CONTRACTOR/OWNER:____________________________
CONTACT NUMBER:

I. BREAK DOWN OF WASTE GENERATED BY VOLUME
TYPE OF WASTE
Junk Vehicles
Scrap metals
Tires
Trash

-

VOLUME GENERATED

DISPOSAL SITE

2. WASTE TRANSPORTER:
3. WASTE MANIFEST OR TRIP TICKETS WILL BE SUBMITTED TO GUAM
EPA UPON COMPLETION OF THE PROJECT.
RespectfullS’,
Print1 Signature

Date

OFFICAL USE:
GUAM EPA SOLID WASTE REVIEW: APPROVED:______ DISAPPROVED:_______

APPROVING AUTHORITY:

PRINT NAME/SIGNATURE

GEPA STAMP DATE

NOTE: *K WASTE MANIFEST OR TRIP TICKETS WILL BE SUBMITTED TO GUAM EPA UPON
REQUEST.
*** ABSOLUTELY NO SOLifiWASTE BURIMNG ALLOWED
ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS MATTER PLEASE CONTACT GUAM EPA AT 300-4751
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM.

‘N

3

6
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cO

GUAM ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
AHENSIAN PRUTEKSION LINA’LA GUAHAN
P.O.

Box 22439 GMF BARRGADA,

GUAM USA 96921

17-3304 Marhier Avenue Tiyan, Guam USA 93913

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PERMIT APPLICATION

COLLECTION
Authority

Pursuant to Section 51104(a), 10 Guam Code Annotated (GCA), Solid Waste
Management and Litter Control (SWMLC), “The Administrator is authorized and
directed to issue permits for all collectors, operators and solid waste management
facilities, their design, operations, maintenance, substantial alteration, modification
enlargement.’ Section 51102(45) defines solid waste management facilitiesas “any
facility, or any machinery, equipment, vehicles, structures or any part of accessories
thereof installed or acquired for the primary purpose of collection, transportation, storage,
recycling, processing or disposal of solid waste, and shall include sanitary landfills,
resource recovery facilities, or plasma torch.”
II.

Instructions
A.

Section 1
1.
2.

B.

General Information

Type or print responses neatly in the appropriate boxes.
If Business Location (Line 4c) is the same as the Mailing Address (Line
4b), write “SAME”. Otherwise, the applicant should provide an exact
description of the business location as practical (e.g., Lot #241, Santa
Rita).

Section 2— Specific Information
1.
2.

C.

—

The applicant shall select the subsection appropriate to his/her collection
operation.
The information required in Section 2 shall he typed or neatly printed.

The applicant shall make two (2) additional copies of the completed application
and shall submit the original and a copy to:

Guam Environmental Protection Agency
Attention: Solid Waste Management Program
15-6101 Mariner Avenue
Post Office Box 22439
Guam Main Facility
Barrigada, Guam 96921
Revised July 2006

0

0

The applicant shall retain the other copy for his/her files.
D.

III.

If there ale any questions about the permit application, please contact the Solid
Waste Management Program at 475-1605/6/8/14/17/18.

Fees
All new applications or renewal applications fur collection permit shall be accompanied
by a non-refundable application fee of twenty-live dollars ($25.00) payable to the
Treasurer of Guam do Guam EPA Solid Waste Management Fund. All fees shall he
in the form of a certified check or money order. No cash please.
SECTTON 2- SPECIFIC INFORMATION

A.

B.

Collection Service Information if the applicLint is engaged in the business of providing
scheduled collection service to other locations, then the following infonnation is
required:
—

I.

The number and specifications of each type of collection vehicle in service
including make, type, license plate number, and crew size (please provide vehicle
registration(s);

2.

A representative copy of the route map or schedule sheet to he used by the
collection crew in the performance of daily assignments. This will include the
different customer names that are being served.

3.

A narrative description of the schedule and method of collection operations; and

4.

Each type of solid waste to be collected (e.g., Construction & Demolition, Green
Waste, Metallic Waste, etc.);

5.

Estimate monthly volume or weight of each type of solid waste collected;

6.

A copy of the business or contractor’s license; and

7.

A drawing to the business location (map).

Generator Collection Information If the applicant provides collection service only to his
business, then the following information is required:
—

1.

Each type of solid waste to be collected (e.g., Construction & Demolition, Green
Waste, Metallic Waste, etc.);

2.

The estimate monthly volume or weight of each type of solid waste collected;

3.

The schedule and route used by the vehicle transporting the solid waste;

Revised July 2006

2
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0
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C.

4.

Identification of any vehicle used for collection including make, type and license
plate number (please provide vehicle registration(s);

5.

A copy of the business or contractor’s license; and

6.

A drawing to the business location (map).

Availability of Information to the Public and Confidential Treatment of Information
Pursuant to the “Sunshine Reform Act of 1999” (5 GCA Chapter 10), it states
information contained in the permit application will, upon request, be made available to
the pubic for inspection and copying. If the applicant wish to request confidential
treatment for business information, such information shall be submitted separately to
Guam EPA, and marked on every page “ConFidential Business Information”.

NOTE: The information required under Section 2 of the permit application must be
attached for the application to be accepted. In addition, the applicable permit fee must
accompany the application.

Revised July 2006
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GUAM ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
AHENSIAN PRUTEKSION LINA’LA GUAHAN
P.O. Box 22439 GMF BARRIGADA, GUAM USA 96921

•

17-3304 Mariner Avenue Tiyan, Guam USA 96913

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITY PERMIT APPLICATION
COLLECTION
SECTION 1- GENERAL INFORMATION
1.

DATE:
Month

Day

U Renewal

U New

2.

APPLICATION:

3a.

NAME OF APPLICANT:

I
-];jL_
3b.

Year

I I

Li Modification

I I I I

I I I

I’’I:

MAILING ADDRESS:

I I I
3c.

TELEPHONE NUMBER:

HHHHIHII
4a.

NAME OF BUSINESS OR FACILITY:

I
I,

4b.

MAILING ADDRESS:

4c.

BUSINESS LOCATION (Lot Number, Street, Village):

IIIIIIIIHI[IIIIHHIIIIIL”

I
4d.

OPERATION’S LOCATION (Lot Number, Street, VilIa2r

IIIHH II I
4e

I

hI9If

II

II I U

TELEPHONE NUMBER
cZ:.frv

-

ga

5.

APPLICANT’S SIGNATURE:

DATE:

PLEASE PRINT NAME
Revised July 2006

TITLE:

I

I

t

/

-7

ID. will help voi
get the
>
lob DoNe!’

Looking to load up;
trash It out or just
clean house and
yard workP
Lpri4e myself as being a hard

owing
• Bush-cutting

• Raking
• Air-Blowing
Tree Cutting
• Flower and plant
trimming
• Painting
• Water-blasting
• Disposal of debris,
unwanted household
waste material
junk cars,&
metalic debris

workIng self-employed class
man IL I know sometimes we
can’t afford the time to up
grade the yard work our-self, sc
if in need of any work order,
please call ID. Cruz to help yo
get the ‘Job Done!’
• Rate per hour
$40.00 to $50.00 per hour
‘

Water-blasting

41operday or less
• 2-man crew water-blasting
$3o,00

ID. Crüz
P.O. Box 7037
Tamuning, Guam 96931

Tel:
Cell:
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Chamorro Land Trust Commission Audited Reports
CLTC Revenue Tracking as of:
1/30/2017
Balance at
FY 2008
FY 2009
FY 2010
FY 2011
EN’ 2012
FY 2013
F’? 2014

beginning of year
204,981
240,590
297,602

Revenues
517,150
698,195

Expenditures
481,541
641,183
582,260

Balance at
end of year
240,590 Audited
297,602 Audited

466,000
567,991

750,658
767,329
1,067,368

1,115,560
1,685,228

1,041,579
917,697

F’? 2015
F’? 2016

2,022,444
2,276,127

989,500
939,623

FY 2017

2,247,330

519,348

968,420
518,789

AS400 Revenues
18,80025

AS400 Expenditures
165,107.53

Balance
-146,307 28

Cumulative
-146,307.28

37,533.05
29,380.68

166,274.32
115,957.55
71,44973

-128,741.27
-86,576.87

-275,048.55
-361,625.42

362,184.38
0.00

55896
558.96

Mar-17
Apr-17

000
0.00

55896
558.96

May-17
Jun-17

0.00
0.00
0.00

558.96
558.96
558.96

0 00
000

558.96
55896

FY 2017
Oct-16
Nov-16
Dec-16
Jan-17
Feb-17

433,634.11

665,338
519,799
471,911
580,481
735,817

Jul-17
Aug-17
Sep-17
519,348 09

Projected Revenues:
Feb-17
Mar-17
Apr-17
May-17
Jun-17
Jul-17
Aug-17
Sep-17

Commericial Leases
37,177.20

466,000 Audited
567,991 Audited
1,115,560 Audited
1,685,228 Audited
2,022,444 Audited
2,276,127 Audited
2,247,330

518,789.13

558 96

Application

Agr/Res

Fees

37,177.20
44,54448

35000
350.00
350.00

38,477 20
37,177 20

Interest
18000

Leases

18000
180.00

41600
416.00
416.00

350.00
350.00

180.00
180.00

416.00
416 00

37,177.20
37,177 20

350.00
350.00

180.00
180.00

416.00
416.00

37,177.20
306,084.88

350.00
2,800.00

180.00
1,440.00

416 00
3,328.00

C
Projections
3,500.00 Agfayan
1,592.70 Docomo
26.00 Evelyn Store
896.09
21,858.25
4,000.00
769.68
1,039.08
477.88
1,348.68
850.00

Guam Broadcast Partners
Guam International Country Club
Guam Racing Federation
lT&E
iConnect
Johnny Cool Towing
KM Communications
M QYCO M

818.84 Untied States Postal
37,177.20
1,560.00 April 1, 2017 Ambros
2,207.28 April 1, 2017 Kwikspace
3,600.00 April 1, 2017 WMJ Inc. dba Guam Home Center
100.00 June 1, 2017 Asahi Association
1,200.00 June 1, 2017 Bernard Watson

1

0

Run Date
Run Time
User ID.
To date.
Account.

.

.

-

.

;

-

.

;

count:

-

10

Account Name
LAND TRUST APP FEES
INTEREST INCOME
COMNERCIAL LEASE/LICENSE
AOR/RES LAND TRUST LEASE
TAXES ON IMPROVEMENTS
PAYMT IN LIEU OF REAL PROP TAX
REIMBURSEMENT FROM CLTC
PL31-53
SALE OF COVE LAND
ADJUST PRIOR YES EXPN/REV
INTEREST INCOME

DLMFLORV
1/2017
3624

1/30/17
14;57,25
.

.

.

Account Number
362452101
362454101
362454201
362454202
362454203
362454204
362454300
362457207
362457390
362459500
FINAL TOTALS

REVENUE ACCOUNTS

Est Revenue

Realized Revenue
1,550.00540.40515,595.691,662.00-

519,348.09-

.

;

Program;

Page

Unrealized Revenue
1,550.00
540.40
515,595.69
1,662.00

519,340.09

PRTREVF

Run Date
Run Time
User ID.
To date.
Dept/nivision

Account.

1/2017
5624A

DLMFLORV

1/30/17
11:21:21

:

Count,
262,210.87

Count,
262,210-87

6

6

6

OUTSTANDING ENCUMBRANCE AND EXPENDITURES

1,040.00

0/S Encumbrance

1,877.25

4,817.97

Availab1e Funds

Codes:

2,503.12

226,026.23

226,026.23

3,543.42

3,543.42

3,543.42

32.641,22

32,641.22

32,641.22

32,641.22

25, 944 .00

226,026.23

3,543.42

29,566.22

:
Page
Program,

PRTAPPN

Unalloted Balance

84,519.55

462,895.00

15,000.00

325,870.00

.60

25,298.40

89,356.80

13,944.67

122,025.00

598,80

12,560.95

9,059.26

226,026.23

COMMISSION
4,326.43
COMMISSION
12, 114.80
COMMISSION
149,525.00

DIVISION TOTALS
262,210.87
CoUnt:
262,210.87

Exclude Object

STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS, ALLOTMENT,

CHANORRO LAND TRUST COMMISSION

Account Number
Account Name
YTI3 Allotment
TD Expenditures
Tot Appropriation
1624A162960S5201111 CHAMORRO LAND TRUST COMMISSION
5624A1629605E2D1113
CHAYORRO LAND TRUST
5,859.97
CNAMORRO LAND TRUST
8,707.10
CHAMORRO LAND TRUST
98,118.80
CHAMORRO LAND TRUST
149,525.00

COMMISSION

5624A16296DSE201230
s,es9.97
5624A1629605E201240
8,707.10
5624A162960SE20I250
98, 118.80
5624A1629606E201450
149,625.00

60

DEPARTMENT TOTALS:
262,210.87
6

5E201 PROGRAM TOTALS
262,210.87

29

Count:
262,210.87

COMMISSION

COMMISSION
147,222.60
COMMISSION
55,546.74
COMMISSION
37,157.98
COMMISSION
51,829.25
COMMISSION
456.33

AVL’VP+PY TOTALS:
262,210.87

CHANURRO LAND TRUST
172,521.00
CHANORRO LAND TRUST
64,606.00
CHANORRO LAND TRUST
156,081.00
CIIANORRO LAND TRUST
124,391.00
CHANORRO LAND TRUST
15,000,00
CHANORRO LAND TRUST

A16

5624A172960SE201111
498,391.00
5624A172960SE201113
106,631.00
5624A172960S6201230
156,081.00
5624A1729605E201233
124,391.00
5624A172960S5201240
30,000,00
6624A172960SE201250

162,516.55

462,895.00

6,650.00

292,762.90

84,519.55

550.00

count:
539.799,00

162.516,55

CHANOP.RO LAND TRUST COMMISSION
7,200.00

5624AI72960S6201271 CHM4ORRO LAND TRUST COMMISSION
5624A172960S5201290
7,200.00
SE2O1 PROGRAM TOTALS
1,002,694.00

292,762.90

DIVISION IVTALS
1,002,694.00

count:
539,799.00

60

462,895.00

8
84.519,55

Count:
539,799.00

162,516.55

DEPARTMENT TOTALS,
1,002,694.00

292,762.90

29

462,095.00

B
84,519.55

Count,
539,799.00

162.516,55

AFTYP+FY TOTALS:
1,002,694.00

292,762.90

Al?

t
S24

‘I

\— _r
FUND WTALS:
1,264,90487

FINAL TOTALS
1,264,904.07

0

Count:
802,009.07

Count;
802,0090?
14

14

518,789.13

518,789.13

166,059.97

166,059.97

117,160.77

117,160.7?

462,89500

462,895.00

—

Run Date
Run Time
-

-

.

:

.

.

1/30/17
14:26:23

:

DLMFLORV
9/2016
5624

.

:

.

User ID
To date.
Account.
Dept/Division

STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS,

CIIAI4ORRO LAND TRUST COMMISSION

DIVThION TOTALS
755.12
Count:
755.12

Coumt:
755.12

count:
755.12

3

3

3

3

9

OUTSTANDING ENCUMBRANCE AND ExPENDITURES

Available Funds

755.12

755.12

755.12

755.12

Page
Program:

PRTAPPN

126,109.00

Unalloted Balance

23,079.00

60,875.00

755.12

17,535.29
4,641.26

15,755.41

20,663.00

80
8,707.10

6,000.00
400.00

12,674.20
200.00

867,670.17

867,670117

262,210.87

262,210.87

262,210.87

80,732.96

80,782.96

80,782.96

213,647.00

213,647.00

213,647.00

213,647.00

747.00

5,950.00

867,670.17

80,782.96

149,525.00

98,116.80

5,859.97

0/S Encumbrance

Exclude Object Codes:

ALLOTMENT,

Account Name
Account Number
flD Allotment
ITO Expenditures
Tot Appropriation
5624A15296OSE201111 CHANORRO LAND TRUST COMMISSION
5624A152960SE201113

60

DEPARThENT TOTALS:
755.12
Count:
755.12

5624A152960SE201230 CHAMORRO LAND TRUST COMMISSION
755.12
755.12

29

APTYP+FY TOTALS:
755.12

SE2O1 PROGRAJ4 TOTALS
755112

AlS

Count:
1.210.664.00

9

1,250.00

COMMISSION
343,211.00
COMMISSION
lae,29l.71
COMMISSION
229,643.77
COMMISSION
124,390.20
COMMISSION
30,683.49
COMMISSION
COMMISSION
COMMISSION

Count:
1,210,66400

9

62,210.37

P9 -&)7

867,670.17

COMMISSION

DIVISION TOTALS
1,424,311.00

Count:
1,210,664.00

9

CHANORRO LAND TRUST
366,290.00
CHANORRO LAND TRUST
155,827.00
CHAMORRO LAND TRUST
240,145.00
CHAMORRO LAND TRUST
124,391.00
CHANORRO LAND TRUST
55,146.00
CHANORRO LAND TRUST
110,793.00
CHAMORRO LAND TRUST
600.00
CMAMORRO LAND TRUST
7,200.00
CHAMORRO LAND TRUST
150,272.00

GO

DEPARThENT TOTALS:
1,424,311.DO

Count:
1,210,664.00

5624A1 6296 OSE2 01111
492 • 399.00
5 624A1 6296 OSE2 01113
216,702.00
5 624A1 6296 OSE2 01230
240,145.00
5 624A1 62960562 01233
124,391.00
562 4A162 960562 01240
75,809.00
562 4Al6 2 960SE2012 50
116,793 .00
5624A16296OSE2O1271
600.00
5624A162960SE201290
7,200.00
5 624A162 960552 01450
150,272.00

29

AFFYP+FY TOTALS:
1.424,311.00

55201 PROORM! TOTALS
1,424,311-00

ATh

cac,&.J-tJ

Run Date
Run Time
-

.

:

.

-

.

.

-

.

.

.

-

STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS,

Count:
254,753.49
2

2

ALLOTMENT,

OUTSTANDING ENCUNBRANCE AND EXPENDITURES

Exclude Object codes:

71,244.25

59,53275

94,470.76

Available Funds

29,506.74

154,003.50

0/S Encumbrance

100,749.99

154,003.50

.

Page
:
Program:

2
PRTAPPN

Unmlloted salance

213,647.00

100,749.99

235,541.58

213,647.00

154,003.60

262,210.87

235,541.50

100,749.99

968,420.16

262,210.87

164,003.60

960,420.16

100,749.99

YTO Expenditures

Count:
254,763.49
2

-

DIWSION TOTALS
254,753.49
Count:
254,753.49

[IrA POSITIONS
165,715.00
[IrA POSITIONS
89,038.49

Account Name
YTO Allotment

DLMFLORV
9/2016
6624

1/30/17
14:26:23

.

User ID.
To date.
Account.
Dept/Division
Account Number
Tot Appropriation

5624C15296OSE203111 CLTC
165,115.00
5624C1529605E2O3113 CLTC
09,036.49

50

DEPARThENT TOTALS;
254,753.49

50203 PROGRAM LtTALS
254,753.49

29

2

14

Count:
254,753.49
Count;
1,466,172.61
14

AFrYP.FY TOTAI.S;
264,753.49
miND ItThLS:
1,679,019.61
Count:
1,466.172.61

C’S

624

FINAL TOTALS
1.679.019.61

Run Date
Run Time
User ID.
To date.
Account.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:
:
:

3669

-

Count:

2

Account Name
CLT
COMMERCIAL LEASE & tIC
CLT
SALE OF GOVT LAND
-

DLMFLORV
1/2017

1/30/17
14:31:22

.

.

.

.

Account Number
366952001
366957001
FINAL TOTALS

-l

REVENUE ACCOUNTS

EeL Revenue

/21.

85,089.69

-

-d

5

PRTREVF

LA-A

Program:

Page

85,089.69-

85,089.69

unrealized Revenue

85,089.69-

Realized Revenue

VI,

02fl qa3-&3

9 ,J,n

aJ

Run Date
Run Time
User ID.
To date.
Account.
-

.

:
:

.

.

1/30/17
14,31:05

.

-

-

-

.

-

-

Count:

Account Name
COMMERCIAL LEASE & LIC
CLT
CLT
SALE OF GOVT LAND

DLMFLORV
9/2016
3669

.

:
:
:

.

Account Number
366952001
366957001
FINAL TOTALS

REVENUE ACCOUNTS

Eat Revenue

-

Page
:
Program:

201,33394

Unrealized Revenue

201,333.94-

201,33394

Realized Revenue

201,333.94-

1
PRTREVF

.

.

count;

.

.

27.591-96

-

-

-

27. 591. 96

-

275 91. 96-

.

;
Page
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
1/30/17
Run Date
Program;
TRANSACTIONS LIST
14;40:5
Run Time
: DLMFLORV
user io.
Prior ref
:
To trans date
From trans date:
5669
/ I
/ /
Account number
Invoice
number
Vendor
:
Pb
Trans number
Trans amt
Add user
: 160 170 190 390 391 392 393 396 4R9 490
Trans code(s)
Toadddate
:
From add date
/ /
/ /
Enrumb Ast Rvs
Trane Asa
VendorNo
Exp Amt
Account Number
cde Trans Date TNO
Check Date
Add userld
Batch
Add Date
Prior Ref
P/n No
InvoiceNo
Remarks
Remarks
27591.9627591-96
27591.96
60767401
566sc16296o5Eoot23fl
170
8/22/2016 0610728
AccRAypJ
01
8/23/2016
8162960001
8/23/2016
E162960001
043456150
A#0434561507 W0#60100107100440204 INSTLN PWR POLES/WIRE J.GuMATAOTAO eSTA ArIA ACT

FINAL TOTALS

1
PR3IRNP

0

0

DIPA1TAMENTON MINANEHAN TANO’
(Department of Land Management)

GUBETNAMEN TON GUAHAN
(Government of Guam)

Cornctd Copy

EDDIE BAZA CALVO

Street Address:
90 S. Aprine Corps Drive
Suite 733 ITC BuHdin9
Tamuning, CU 96913

Governor

MtCHAEL 16. BORJA

Director
DAVID V. CAMACHO

RAY TENORIO
Lieutenant Governor

Deputy Director

January 24, 2017

Memorandum
Mailh’g Address:
P.O. Box 2950
Hagátna, Cu 96932

Website:
http://dlm.Quam.gov

To:

Governor of Guam

From:

Director, Department of Land Management

Subject:

FY 2017 MONTHLY REVENUE COLLECTION REPORT

Telephone:
671-649-LAND (5263)

DECEMBER Rev
COLLECTED

To Date
COLLECTED

$0.00

$0.00

3222- Land Survey Revolving Fund

$187,369.94

$628,982.79

1100- Dept’s/Other Special Account

$936.73

$2,943.52

3624— Chamorro Land Trust Commission

$29,380.68

$85,713.98

3699— Chamorro Land Trust Survey

$26,808 .20

$43,426.08

$244,495.55

$761,066.37

3100- General Fund

GRAND TOTAL
To Date Collection For Fl’
Facsimile:
671 -649-5383

DECEMBER 2016

Buenas yan Hafa Adai Forwarded is the DECEMBER 2016 Revenue Collection Report, pursuant
to Public Law 17-70, Section 139711, revenues collected by the Department of Land Management
and the Chamoao Land Trust Commission and deposited into the various accounts listed below:
ACCOUNT
NAME

E-mail Address:
dlmdir@land.guam.gov

-

$761,066.37

2046-aOLl

In addition, revenues from the Non-Appropriated Funds were received, as follow:
Chamorro Land Trust Commission
DECEMBER Rev
To Date
DESCRIPTEON
COLLECTED
COLLECTED
Bank of Guam Account
$21.59
$64.06
#XXXXXX2274
Bank of Guam Account
$0.00
$0.00
#XXXXX5976
Bank of Guam CD
$0.00
$0.00
#XXXXXX7964
$21.59
GRAND TOTAL
To Date Collection For FY 24116 (Chamorro Land
acj 7
Trust NAF)
-

$64.06
$64.06

Account Bal as of
DECEMBER 2016
$203,353.80
$10,220.94
$300,000.00
$513,574.74

C

C

FY 2017 MONTHLY REVENUE COLLECTION REPORT
January 24, 2017
Page 2 of 2

-

DECEMBER 2016

Ancestral Lands Commission
DE SCRIPTION
Checking
Bank of Hawaii Account #XXXX-XX 1057
Land Owner’s Recovery Fund
Bank of Hawaii Account #XXXX-XXOO7I
Trust
Bank of Hawaii Account # XXXX-XX0217
Checking
Secondary Savings
Trust Share Savings
Coast 360 FCU Account #XX6454

GRAND TOTAL

DECEMBER Rev
Account Bat as of
To Date
COLLECTED COLLECTED DECEMBER 2016
$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.13

$0.00

$3.97
$0.46
$2.93
$61,172.33
$5, 1 14.47
$0.00
$11,890.85

$11.77
$0.46
$2.93
$122,863.26
$5, I 14.47
$0.00
$11,890.85

$77,874.36
$1,000.46
S $7,441.59
S $3,392,359.87
C12 -$515,164.47
C24 $307,260.00
C36 -$311,890.85

$78,185.01

$139,883.87

$4,612,991.60

To Date Collection For FY 2016 (Ancestral Lands

—

NAF)

-

-

-

$139,883.87

If you have any questions or require additional information, please do not hesitate to call our
Administrative Support Unit at 649-5263 ext. 600.
Sensei

MICHAEL
Attachment
cc: Speaker Benjamin J.F. Cmz, 34111 Guam Legislature
Chairman Thomas C. Ada, Committee on Environment, Land, Agriculture, and Procurement
Reform
Office of the Public Auditor of Guam
Director, Bureau of Budget and Management Research
Mr. Jason Baza, DLM Budget Analyst, Bureau of Budget & Management Research
Director, Department of Administration
Comptroller, Department of Administration
Financial Statement Reporting Branch, Department of Administration
CLTC Board Members (via Ruth Sakuma)
DLM Deputy Director
DLM Division Heads (4)

‘l,SRF,

.ISRF.t

tS_F_HF.

ACCT.

3222-50012

3222’569l0

3222-SteOl

ACCT. #

S
S
S

$

Oct’16

Recording Fee

Documen raw Taees

:-LsnF;i 3222-56912

Carry Over
Balanre

Photostat Fees

1,588.00 5
4,333.00 $

TITLE DESCRIPTION

Survey Copies

$

Recording Overage

Commercial lease

CT. Copies
Subpoena Fees

SA

OF

OF

OF

1.’SRF1

...LSRE$

‘LSREn

1100-23316

1l00-2429A

3100-57206

3100-5720a

3100-56616

3222-54202

3222-57208

Nov’16

6,715.46

179.06

Is

44,248.St

...‘

DEPARTMENT OF LAND MANAGEMENT

$

I$

Feb-17

FISCAL YEAR 2017
Jan’17

Mar’17

Apr’17

$
$

May-I?

‘

.

‘

Jun’17

.

-

-

-

IS

S

$

S

Jul-17

$

Is

-

Aug’17

$4’.W$v’.

Sep’17

‘

-

-

5

-

-

TO DATE

8/212017
Page 1 ott

5

-

-

-

1,662.00

2,775.73
73754
20.00
1,500,00
493,737,44

-

s40.40

04,564.14

1,3O9,230.7I

-

$fl4fl4 $‘$723s4a45
$
$
3,58327
S
$
727,226.73
5
$

S

$

5
5
5
$
5
5
S
S

$
$

588,261.55
96,531.00

.

13,752.50

.

‘

.

-

.-

$
S

$

$

IS

‘

$

‘

-

$
S

5,198.50

$

S

Is

-

71813.08
16,132.50

‘

‘

-

-

5,085.50
11,160.50
3500
8,817.41

1,516.67

639.75

41,138.06

‘

56,188.88 I 5 452,863.92 S

.

S
639.75 $
95,300.42 5

‘

S
$
$

S
$
$
5

.

-

.

REVENUE COLLECTION REPORT

Dec’16

1,714.00
2,79300
35.00
2,433.58 $

‘

26,008.20

20.00
550.00 5
258.00
28,105.38 5 411,084.86
547.00 $
391.00
178.30

91673 $

$ 151.0)5.36 S
$ 26,044.00 S
2,475.00 $
$
$

$
$

S

$

316.25 S
470.58
S
400.00 $
36,685.99 $
268.00 $

3,067.16 $

1 48,044.58 S 217,388.69
25,tlB.S0 S 28,436.00
3,07450
3,004.50 $
1,723.50
4,034.50

3222-56912

Sub-Division Interest (Landless)
Sub’Division-Principal (Landless)
SA

843.00 S
316.06 $

$ 64,634.43
$ 6,326.61

$
$

HPR & Other App. Fee
LUPRA )2900RS010)

362454202

1100-23337

$

SA
362452101

7.03900

380.00 S
17,861.21 $
456.00 S

S
362454201

lal Lease&Icense

$

C:

183.04

9,902.42 $

28,702.67

646.0] $
036.73 $
1,159.96 $
$
S 184,248.46 $ 259,371.18 $ 1 88,306.67 5

5

5 212,051,131$ 303,619,891$ 244.495.5515 548,164.3415

Copies Provided to:
Speaker Benjamin J.F. Cruz, 34th Guam Legislature
Chairman Thomas C. Ada. Committee on Environmen I, Land. Agriculture, and Procurement Adorn
Office at the Public Auditor
Director, Bureau ot Budget & Management Research (BOPIR)
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